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Marburg Railway Camp 

 
THE TWO THINGS I am instantly aware of when I wake are space, and the quietness after the clattering 
rhythm of steel wheels on rails. There's luxury in being able to stretch legs. And to lie undisturbed. It's 
almost dark up here in the loft. There's a patch of light coming from the stairway. There are two strips of 
light on the end wall, which probably means that there is a wooden shutter there and it's daylight outside. 
Vague forms rolled in blankets or coats are spread haphazardly on the floor. Stag, I notice, is gone. His 
gear is the pile near my head. Tom Corney seems to be sound asleep still. 
 
It's luxury all right to wake without someone shouting 'Aus! Aus! Komm! Komm! Aufstehen!', which I've 
decided must mean: hurry up and get out of bed. Many of their words sound much the same as ours, like 
Brot for bread, Suppe for soup, nicht gut for no good, Laus for louse, Floh for flea, schieBen for shoot, and 
scheiBen for shit. Oh yes, and Marsch for march. I'm not sure whether bloody and bastard are German 
words too but both sides use them, mostly together. Sometimes the more educated ones say 'Fucken-
bloody-bastard', or even 'Fucken-bloody-Australian(or English)-bastard', which makes them sound almost 
human. 
 
Talk of the devil, as the cliche goes. There they are now. 'Aus! 'raus! -' There must be six of them, the 
noise they're making. As I look I see Stag's head coming up the stairs. His nose looks a lot bigger since 
he's lost weight. I have a quiet chuckle when I think how he put his head on one side to look out the truck 
window at Belgrade, and a Jerry whammed the butt of his rifle up to smack against the tip of Stag's nose. 
My God, he brought his head in. 
 
We all start to get up. It's easy enough. Unwind the pullover from around my feet, take my boots which I 
use as a pillow, put them on, shove my pullover and blanket in my pack, and stand up. Every-thing 
packed and ready to move. Stag tells me he has been out looking around the new camp. 'There's 
nothing', he says, 'but the shed we're in, the latrine, and the bloody great barbed-wire fence all around'. 
 
But Elysium. We arrived at Marburg last night. A visit to the latrines, a quick wash under the tap, and 
luxury: a place to lie down. I think the Jerry guards were actually sorry for us when we were unloaded. A 
bit like tipping fish out of a net - a flapping and a slithering. We lost no one from our truck but apparently 
two had died and many more were too sick to walk, of the lot which was unloaded at Marburg. Because 
there was not enough room, a section of the convoy continued on, evidently destined for somewhere in 
Austria. 
 
I am conscious now of my guilt. Last night I thought only of myself and the joy of having earth beneath my 
feet. I thought nothing of the caged men who would have been watching us unload and who were shunted 
on to move out of the station and on to some uncertain end somewhere, sometime in the future. Last night 
I thought only of getting away from the cramped conditions and the stink of human faeces. 
 
It was unbelievable that we had room to move, to walk, to put out a hand without hitting someone. And the 
latrines! The luxury of straddling a trench and having a rail to hold on to. And taps with running water. 
 
The fitter ones were sent up to the loft, leaving the sick and the weak on the ground floor of the shed. 
Stag and Corney and I are among the fitter ones. My diarrhoea or dysentery after six weeks is improving. 
At Salonika I tried baking my bread ration and toasting the sides until there was a layer of charcoal on 
each side of a hard slab. It took much longer to eat and the charcoal seemed to do me 
good. We were deloused again at Salonika but already I am lousy, and Stag and Corney are complaining 
of fleas. For some reason the fleas don't seem to like me. Maybe I'm too skinny. 
 
The Germans have lined us up in the yard. They have an obsession about lining us up and counting us. 
We find it amusing to stuff up their count by not co-operating, by leaving blank files or jamming another 
one into a line. The shouting goes on endlessly. Some guards we have found become easily flummoxed; 
these we concentrate on. But this morning is a special parade. A German officer arrives with about six 
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offsiders. He has ribbons and crosses all over his chest. He shouts at us in German. After the usual 
shouts of ‘Achtung' and 'Heil Hitler' he disappears. Another officer tells us, in very poor English, that we 
have arrived in the Fatherland; that we are to be good and we will be well looked after; that if we are 
wicked we will be punished; that if we try to escape we will be shot. It is the usual stuff we have heard at 
every camp and we wait patiently to be marched off to pick up our bread ration and mint tea. 
Rumours - griff; as the English say - abound: we are to move to a new camp with wash-rooms and stoves; 
we are all to receive a blanket issue; Africa has fallen; a big German offensive in Russia; Moscow 
surrounded; America has declared war; the war will be over in a month; we will be home for Christmas. 
 
I can't stop wondering about home. I think we all appreciate home more than we did before. One of our 
blokes at Salonika, who said he had always hated his father's guts and joined the army just to get away 
from home, reckoned if he could get back home now he'd even forgive his old man for being such a 
bastard! 
 
Stalag 306 XVIIID 
 
WE HAVE all been moved from the railway camp to a new one, Stalag 306 XVIIID, about half a mile down 
the hill. We have been registered and given a number. My number, on an oblong meat ticket suspended 
on bootlaces from my neck at all times, is 4735. Stag's is 4736. 
 
The new camp is much bigger but dirty and infested with fleas, lice and bugs. There are signs that it has 
been recently used as a barracks. Shortly after we arrived, Tom Corney came in from the latrine. 'Have 
you blokes ever seen a filthy shit-house?' he said, and without waiting for a reply, 'You watch the gear, 
Stag, Robbie and I are going down to clean it up'. 
 
We spent the next couple of hours scraping and scrubbing the floor and the walls, until Corney was 
satisfied. As people came in to relieve themselves, Corney warned them to watch what they were doing. 
As a shearers' cook, he can have given his gang no cause for complaint about his lack of cleanliness. 
 
Tom Corney is short and broad, with thinning hair and a wide face always ready to break into a gap-
toothed grin. His energy is boundless. He is an inspiration. Today he was having an all-over wash in the 
wash-shed, which is a series of taps under a roof with benches and duck-boards. I stayed talking with him 
while he shaved with a safety razor-blade held in his fingers. No soap or hot water! To soften the bristles 
Corney rubbed his wet face vigorously with the tips of his fingers. He sharpened the blade on the ball of 
his thumb then carefully wrapped it in paper and put it away for next time. 
 
We have been deloused again. It is a pleasant experience. Evidently a travelling delousing van is a part of 
German army equipment although here there is a building opposite the camp where we go. Each man's 
clothes are numbered and stacked in a steam-box and the stripped men, who are issued with disinfectant 
soap and a pair of shorts, shower and wait for the return of their clothes. It boosts the morale to feel free 
of vermin, even for a short time. 
 
It seems we may be set to stay here as long as we are prisoners. The Germans are building more 
accommodation, and an attempt has been made to paint the walls with whitewash, which should help to 
stop the bugs or at least make them more easily seen. 
 
Most days there is a new lot of prisoners coming in from Greece or Crete. We watch them arrive, knowing 
what they have been through, yet show little sympathy. We treat them with the callous ignoration that is 
generally experienced by 'new kids' on their first day at school. An I-suffered-it-now-let's-see-how-you-go 
attitude. 
 
There are over four thousand prisoners here now and about a thousand of those are living in tents in the 
compound. On the other side of a high barbed-wire fence is a tall building which houses civilian internees. 
It is evidently a transit camp with people coming and going regularly. I believe them to be either local 
Communists or Jews. Two of them I recognize as having on several occasions slipped us cigarettes or 
bread while we were travelling to work. They smile and give the victory sign. 
 
A few days ago the internees decided to throw small pieces of food and cigarettes over the fence to us. 
The consequence must have shocked them. It certainly upset the Germans. Hungry men turned into 
animals. Hundreds of them struggled and fought for crusts on the dirt floor of the compound. Several 
pieces landed on tents which were immediately flattened and so too were the few unfortunates who lay 
sick on their bunks inside the tents. 
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The sequel was equally devastating. The Germans evidently accepted the principle that civilians could 
make the gifts but it had to be done through the cookhouse and in an orderly manner. The Bull, the 
German sergeant major, organized a line of men to pass by a window where each man was to be handed 
a cigarette or a piece of bread or cheese. In a rare, and probably the last, example of goodwill and 
generosity The Bull was to show towards us, he stupidly walked out of the cookhouse with a tray 
piled high with goodies, and called for another line to be formed to file past him. He was quite unprepared 
for what was to follow. About two hundred men surged forward in a mad rush. The tray was seen to fly 
high in the air as The Bull went down in the stampede. Within two minutes the food and the men had 
disappeared, leaving the enraged German to chase, yell and bash at anyone he could reach. 
 
Stag, who had taken no part in the scramble, was hurrying into the latrine when The Bull caught him with 
his boot, damaging Stag's coccyx and knocking him to the floor. As he rolled over he found himself 
looking up the throat of a revolver held by a raving maniac, threatening to shoot. 
 
It is now three days after the event and Stag still has difficulty sitting down. But at least he can grin now 
when we recall with some embellishments eyewitness accounts of the tragi-comedy. 
 
Today, too, Stag was in trouble. Each midday we parade for the one hot meal of the day. We are 
constantly hungry. Our day's rations consist of mint tea or ersatz coffee for breakfast, one ladle of 
cabbage or potato soup, for dinner (with sometimes a flavouring of fish), and for tea, one loaf of 
bread for five men, with possibly a small piece of cheese or jam, and tea or coffee. The midday soup is 
dished out from forty-gallon drums and four ranks of men move slowly past, one on each side of the two 
drums. There is always some soup left over which goes back into the cookhouse, where the cooks no 
doubt gorge themselves. We decided to try occasionally to get a double ration. This could best be done by 
several covering up for one. We practiced and perfected a system which has been working well except 
today. 
 
Stag filled his first dixie, bent his hand back so that the dixie lay parallel with his wrist, threw his jacket 
over it, stepped back and into the other line, shielded back and front by friends, held out his second dixie 
and walked off, directly past The Bull, who was standing a chain away, checking to see that nobody 
doubled back to get on the end of the line. 
 
Stag felt the first dixie burning into his finger but knew he had to suffer it until he had passed The Bull. By 
the time he could safely put the two dixies down his finger had been burned deep through the flesh to the 
knuckle of his middle finger. It's going to be very sore for a long time. Major Thomson has dressed it for 
him. 
 
Major George Thomson, our medical officer, is a New Zealander. With a couple of medical aides he 
attempts to look after the health of the whole camp. Of course it is an impossibility, particularly as he has 
a limited supply of drugs and medicines. He tells me that he will be fifty next year. 
 
The Germans have at last agreed to let him take a small party to the railway camp to try to help the 
Russian prisoners who are now there. He goes there as often as he can. I have been once with him and I 
think I shall be going again tomorrow as I am still convalescing. Their conditions are bad. Major Thomson 
is very quiet but very angry about their treatment, but can do little about it. 
 
We were crowded at the railway camp, yet the Germans have packed more than double the number of 
Russians into the same area, and more are coming in every week. They are dying in their dozens from 
starvation, overcrowding and disease. It appears to be part of a plan to exterminate them. 
 
The Germans apparently hate the Russians. They treat them as the lowest of all animals, without any 
sensitive feelings. One educated German, who spoke good English and who I think would regard himself 
as a humanitarian, judging by his attitude to British prisoners, told me quite seriously, 'The Russians are 
animals. They have no homes, no families, no education. They are just numbers. Even the women give 
birth in sheds with the animals'. I reminded him that Jesus Christ was born in a stable. 
 
All the food for the railway camp is cooked in our cookhouse. The Germans force the wretches to drag 
and push the carts back up the hill. Some of the German guards appear to be unnaturally brutal. Perhaps 
they have been specially selected. They prod and belt these helpless creatures, sometimes to death. It is 
reassuring to talk with one of our Austrian guards, Franz Lederer from Desselbrunn, who, perhaps 
unwisely, wrote his name and address in my diary. He is as distressed as we are by the treatment meted 
out to the Russians. 
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When the Russian fatigue party was here yesterday, waiting for their field kitchen to be filled with soup, 
one of our chaps took up a collection of a spoonful of soup from each of us. This he took down to the 
Russians, who, lacking spoons, hungrily began dipping fingers into the soup and sucking them. Seeing 
what was happening, the German in charge rushed over shouting and screaming, and belted the hot soup 
into the face of one the Russians. The man clawed at his eyes and face. Others tried to scrape it off his 
filthy clothes, while some grovelled to collect what they could from the ground. The guards came in with 
boots and rifle-butts. 
 
Only the spontaneous cries of disgust and anger from those of us watching, and our menacing forward 
movement towards the bashers, caused them to stop and turn their rifles and attention towards us. It was 
a moment of tension which could easily have developed into a massacre. 
 
It is good to have the gang home from work in the evenings. I have been off for a few days. We were 
hand-weeding maize at a farm a couple of miles from camp to which we were taken each day on a light, 
flat-topped, horse-drawn wagon. There were opportunities there for extra food. We dug up self-sown 
potatoes and ate the young stalks of the maize. There were also occasions when a passer-by slipped us a 
morsel of food or a cigarette. 
 
When our health is poor, the slightest scratch turns septic. It is easy not to care about cleanliness, 
particularly as we are forced to wear the same clothes day and night for weeks. It is a short step to not 
caring about anything; a short step to turning into one of the walking skeletons who drift about the camp 
and finally disappear. 
 
The weeds in the maize were prickly and twice as high as the maize. The palms of my hands festered and 
broke out in about fifteen different places. I tried working with bandages but had to give up. I tried the old 
cure of pissing on them but eventually went to see Major Thomson. He said that I needed green food and 
vitamins, and gave me some of his precious ointment. The green food and vitamins will have to wait. 
 
Max Richards and Rex Garland, two New Zealanders in our gang of five, both have problems. Max has a 
skin which requires lanolin or some unctuous substance, which is not available. Our guard, Franz Lederer, 
was able to get him a small tube but can get no more. The skin on the backs of his hands is paper thin 
and cracks and bleeds with the slightest knock. Rex Garland managed to get into the New Zealand army 
by not declaring an osteo-arthritic hip which has caused him a lot of problems since early childhood. He 
has had considerable pain especially since the forced march in Greece, and is limping badly. 
 
Max and Rex came into the group by chance. A loaf of bread is handed out to every fifth person, and they 
had found themselves with Corney, Stag and me. Because they had often been robbed of their fair share 
of the loaf they were particularly anxious to see that we didn't rob them. They were apparently so 
impressed by our system of 'l cut - I take last piece' that they asked if they could join us as a permanent 
five. 
 
It was a happy chance which brought us together. We trust each other implicitly. And that in Marburg is 
certainly an asset. There are too many thieves in this place for me. 
 
I was witness to a humorous experience when two thieves met the other day. I was sitting on a pile of 
timber in the compound, talking with a Frenchman who had served in the French foreign legion. He has 
agreed to help me brush up my school French. A pleasant, flash person who in other circumstances might 
have been described as debonair, he had nevertheless a reputation for being light-fingered, and I was 
wary of him. On this day he was wearing a showy cravat adorned with an attractive brooch. An Arab 
whom I had learned to regard with extreme caution, but who too was always jovial and friendly, 
approached. He leaned over to admire the Frenchman's brooch, and while he was doing so the 
Frenchman took a full cigarette from the holder in the Arab's mouth and 
replaced it with a butt he was smoking. 
 
When the Arab had gone, the Frenchman showed me the cigarette. I hadn't noticed the change-over and 
we both laughed at his sleight of hand. It was then I noticed that the brooch had gone. 'Your brooch', I 
said. The Frenchman felt his neck and swore. I laughed and he, realizing he had been surpassed at his 
own game, shook his head and laughed too. 'He will keep', he said. 
 
While this particular experience may have been funny, most of the thefts in the camp could only be 
described as mean and contemptible. It is because of these occurrences that our gang is anxious to move 
to a smaller working party in the country. 
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I'm not sure what is happening to me. I had never thought much about social or international relationships 
until recently. And now I am being bombarded with behavioural patterns which offend my accepted 
standards of right and wrong. 
 
Whatever my reasons for joining the army, they didn't include any feelings of hatred for a nation or people. 
Perhaps because I come from Tasmania, a small isolated island in a remote part of the world, I harbour 
no nationalistic prejudices or jealousies. The Chinese I knew were pleasant market gardeners, skin-
buyers, or small shopkeepers who sold under-the-counter cigarettes to under-age children. The Greeks 
and Italians were polite and friendly cafe proprietors. The few Germans and 
Dutch, apart from having a foreign accent, were the same as many Tasmanians. 
 
Why then, if I don't hate the enemy, if l am not inspired by patriotism - why did I join the army? 
 
In the army it was commonly said that the only good German was a dead one. Some of the English regard 
the French as an inferior race. The Italians are spoken of as a nation of cowards. The Arabs are despised. 
Now I am told by a German that the Russians are animals; that all Jews are vermin. 
 
I am becoming increasingly aware that war casualties, whether they are Englishmen, Germans, Jews, 
Russians, Greeks, Italians, Yugoslavs or whoever, all are victims of some extraordinary confidence trick. 
As if there were some demoniacal influence inciting us to hate. 
 
I have lived for twenty-one years and never consciously thought about these things; never had reason to 
think about them. How tragic it would have been if I had gone through life without ever considering these 
evils. 
 
One thing out of my past that makes sense is the poetry my mother was fond of reciting, and the pieces I 
learned at school. Lines keep coming back to me. Bits of Keats, Browning, Shakespeare, Tennyson, and 
the favourite of them all, Yeats's 'Lake Isle of Innis free'. And the Twenty-third 
Psalm. And (probably because I'm searching to remember anything that will assuage the severity of 
homesickness, which can be a serious illness), nursery rhymes. A homoeopathic treatment that requires 
more than the limited drugs available. So, I'm writing! Dare I call it poetry? Whatever, it heals! 
 
The light 
 
THE YELLOW LIGHT bulb hangs like a luminous plumb-bob. The black cord pierces the exact centre of 
the high ceiling. It is the room's only decoration. 
 
It is not a light to read by. My pocket Bible has print too small for the weak glow of the globe. It makes it 
even difficult to read any of the few books which have been brought into the camp and read several times 
by anyone interested in reading. It is not too dull to sew by and not bright enough to stop Rex Garland, 
who is forever stitching and mending, from looking directly at the globe in order to thread his needle with a 
strand of wool he has taken from the hem of his pullover. 
 
Until ten o'clock in the evenings its flat light throws shadows of men in gangling shapes into comers and 
on to walls. At ten o'clock at the guard-house a German throws a switch that turns all the rooms into 
blackness. Always it catches someone unprepared for the sudden dark. Always come the curses. 
 
I have grown to love that time when the light goes out. Not because I hate the light. When it is time I stare 
at the white element, waiting, letting it grow in my eyes until it has become an all-consuming fire, 
cleansing, purifying. 
 
Suddenly it is night. I close my eyes, turn my face into my pillow, and the light stays with me. It is a way of 
communicating with that other world which I left behind. In that deeper blackness which comes with the 
turning off of light is a blackness which holds at its core an illuminated promise, a focus, a distant star 
dragging my thoughts, dragging me into its vortex. 
 
I am in that moment my own self I am in control of my destiny. Questions are posed. Questions are 
answered. There is no mystery. 
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Whatsoever a man soweth 
 
I SUPPOSE I have always shrunk from boisterous people. Even meticulously groomed or highly erudite 
people daunt me. But most of all, in the past, I shunned duffers. Not any more. 
 
In the early days of Marburg there were few boisterous people, certainly none meticulously groomed, and 
the highly erudite, generally speaking, thought and spoke about little other than food. 
 
Most of us, I suppose, could have been described as duffers. But inevitably there was a class structure, a 
hierarchy, some sort of pecking order, and on the lowest rung were those men who had lost all desire to 
live. 
 
Ghosty was one. He seemed to drift here or there, or rather be, then not be; a wraith rather than a person. 
Suddenly there he would be, waiting for a turn to boil a billy of water. Then he would be gone and you'd 
wonder whether he had bothered to wait, or even if he had been there at all. He seemed never to be 
caught in any round-up for working parties. Even after he died, for several weeks I fully expected to find 
him standing in a mess line or to see him come creeping along to his bunk. 
 
Another, The Professor, was nicknamed because he always carried with him a small black book. That 
caused some conjecture. It was variously a copy of Shakespeare, a book of poems, a Bible, a diary. 
Always alone, often talking to himself; he seemed to be either in his bunk or on sick parade. He wore a 
straggly brown beard which he had a habit of caressing with the finger and thumb of his right hand. He 
lasted longer than Ghosty. 
 
Then Conduit. I was there at his christening. We had been at the new camp at Marburg for several weeks, 
and one evening after work a number of us were waiting turns to boil dixies when one remarked, with that 
rather cruel indifference that men in trouble often reserve for each other, Here comes "Creeping Jesus". 
 
I had seen the man about on a number of occasions, always dressed the same and with the same 
shuffling walk that seemed to characterize men who had decided not to fight any more. 
 
Taffy, our Welsh room-mate, sleep-singer, comedian, turned to watch the man approach. 'The nearest 
thing to a walking drain-pipe I've ever seen', he said. 'Hey, Conduit, come over here.' We laughed. The 
name held. Conduit. 
 
He was tall and very, very thin, and dressed always in a balaclava and a greatcoat which was spotted with 
stains and dirt, with the collar turned up and the hem almost touching the ground. His upper cheeks were 
bare of hair, yet the beard on his chin was long and pointed, and almost the colour of his khaki greatcoat. 
He carried a haversack with him always. He was only seen out of his uniform on compulsory delousing 
parades. His limbs and body were so thin and his head so out of proportion, I found him ugly or even 
repulsive to look at. 
 
It happened once, when the Germans blitzed the camp and everyone was herded out to stand 
interminably in the compound while they searched for wirelesses or any forbidden articles, that Conduit 
and I were detailed off for potato peeling. It was when Major Thomson had given me several days off work 
to rest my infected hands. 
 
Conduit and I were taken into the cellar and handed two knives, and pans to hold the peeled potatoes. We 
did not speak. In fact I realized we had never spoken to each other. I looked at his hands and wondered 
whether he could even hold a potato. I looked at my own with the tips of the fingers poking out from the 
thick bandaging. I had held them out to the German before, but he had shrugged and beckoned me down 
the steps. 
 
The guard shut the door. I heard the click of the lock. Conduit was looking up the steps. I ignored him and, 
struggling to hold the potato in one hand and work the knife with the other, I managed to peel the first one. 
With the second and third I worked out a better system, holding the potato between my knees and using 
both hands on the knife, but still it was laboriously slow. 
 
I looked at Conduit, to find him staring at me. He had not even picked up a potato. 'Someone is going to 
get bashed up if we don't get these peeled', I said. 
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He held out his hands and looked down at them. He was still clutching the knife. It was as if he were 
unaware of what was happening. For a moment he fiddled with the knife then it dropped into the empty 
pan. The clatter startled him. 
 
I leaned forward, picked up the knife and handed it to him. 'Try', I said. He took a potato and slowly but 
carefully peeled it. 'Good', I said, encouragingly. We worked, each with some difficulty, adding to the 
growing pile in front of us. 
 
'Where are you from?' I asked. He ignored my question. I repeated it. Then, when I had decided that there 
was no point in questioning him further, he began talking, at first with some difficulty and hesitation, until, 
with a reasonable pile of peeled potatoes in front of us, he put down his knife. 
 
He leaned forward. His hands were like bird's claws on the greatcoat over his knees. I had to force myself 
not to look at them, but to concentrate on my two-fisted attack on the potatoes. If I looked up I would find 
his eyes, brittle and burning, fixed on me. 
 
So much of his story I have forgotten, but several parts remain vividly in my memory. Sometimes he 
would be silent for so long I would look up, to find him still staring at me, yet I swear he wasn't seeing me. 
Then after a long pause he would go on again. 
 
In 1934 when Conduit was fifteen, his father had been killed in an accident on the farm where he worked 
near Boscastle in Cornwall. The farmer required the house for his new employee and the mother, with her 
family of one boy and two girls, was forced to leave. The father's brother, who worked on another farm in 
Devon, agreed to take the smallest girl. The twelve-year-old was packed off to a friend in Dorset, where 
she was to work for her keep at a boarding-house. 
 
The mother and the boy left, with nowhere to go, with all the goods they could carry strapped to their 
backs or loaded on to a push-bike which, over the next three years, they pushed from one end of England 
to the other. They received temporary relief from odd jobs for short periods, but never anything permanent 
enough to allow them to settle down, until they arrived at the mining town of Hartley, north of Newcastle. 
 
But it was too late. The mother had developed consumption and in spite of the fact that her son was now 
working at the pits, and they were able to rent a small cottage at Earsdon, within two years she was dead.  
 
'What about your sisters?' I asked. 'Do you hear from them?' He stared at me. Whether he had ever 
contacted them or not he didn't say. He would tell the story his way. He would say what he had to say. I 
found myself watching the fingers clawing at the material of the greatcoat. 
 
He leaned forward. 'There was a mine disaster at Hartley once. Over two hundred workers were killed 
when the engine-boom broke. That was eighty years ago.' I wondered what was the significance of the 
story. Eighty years was a long time.  
 
They erected a monument there in the churchyard with the names of all those who died. If you looked 
you'd find there were nine by the name of Liddle killed in that accident. Their average age was just under 
fifteen. 
 
He paused. I picked up a potato. I felt he was leading up to something. Perhaps his name was Liddle? 
Perhaps his grandfather was a boy at the time? The only surviving member of the family - too young to go 
underground? The mother and child to Cornwall? 
 
The youngest was ten. The twins were eleven. Bits of bairns. Leading pit ponies from morning to night.' 
Then he laughed. I looked up quickly, startled by the unexpectedness of it. It would be difficult to describe 
the sound. It was certainly not a humorous laugh, nor was his face laughing. His mouth was open. The 
visible teeth, I noticed, were yellow. 'You know what the inscription was on the monument above the 
names of the dead? "Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever 
a man soweth, that shall he also reap." 
 
He poked a bony finger at me. It was imagination, of course, but his voice seemed to rattle like dice in a 
box. 'What did the Liddles sow to reap their reward? What have I sown?'  
 
I was confused by the fact that this man, who shuffled and crept about the camp, who never talked, who 
always appeared to be in a semi-conscious state, about whom we had thought that each day would be his 
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last, should have talked, admittedly with some hesitation, but with such obvious clarity of mind, and 
remembered, word for word, the inscription on the monument. 
 
There was a sound of approaching footsteps. I leaned over quickly and picked up his knife and put it in 
one of his hands, and a potato in the other. He was watching me as if he were an outside observer. I set 
myself in position. The door opened. The guard stood on the step above us. Conduit was looking up at 
him with a half smile on his face. 
 
'Komm! Komm! Komm" the guard shouted, not even looking at the small piles of potatoes. He almost. 
pushed us out the door, locked it, and left us to go back to our barracks. 
 
I walked slowly, wanting to speak more with this strange man. He had seemed so much older than me - 
an old shuffling man. Yet he was only twenty-two, one year my senior. There were many questions I 
wanted to ask. 
 
'We shall be getting Red Cross parcels soon', I said. . And letters from home -'. I turned my head to gauge 
his reaction. He obviously had not heard. Without glancing at me, he was slouching off to his own room. I 
let him go. I saw him a number of times after that but he never stopped, or spoke to me, or acknowledged 
by look even, my greetings. 
 
When Taffy told me one day that Conduit had been taken to hospital, I felt a sense of loss, as if an old 
friend had died. 'They'll need to watch 'im', somebody said, 'else 'e will make a break for it'. Yes, he was a 
joke. A thing to be laughed at. Nobody would miss him. Nobody would care. Well, not much - not many. 
 
I never saw him again. I often wondered whether the nuns at the hospital had been able to nurse him 
back to health. Somehow I doubt it. I have the feeling he had died long before he told me his story in the 
potato cellar. 
 
The rag doll 
 
YOU'D KNOW exactly how it is. One minute you're sleeping soundly, then for some reason you're awake, 
alert, waiting for something; held like a movie projector can hold a man in the middle of a dive. 
You hardly dare to breathe. Then the film starts moving again and the Whatever-it-is becomes a problem 
to be resolved; perhaps still a mystery, but a physical mystery, one you can cope with. 
 
Subconsciously I suppose I had been aware of Joey's restlessness, his turning from one side to the other. 
The other prisoners were sleeping soundly. There were the normal night noises like the creaking of the 
two-tier bunks and the spluttering and snoring of men, asleep, but not fully comfortable. 
 
Joey was not asleep. I stared into the dark. Joey was lying next to me against the wall. He made no sound 
but I knew he was not asleep. Perhaps he had said something, or hit me as he tossed about. Something 
had wakened me. Now the two of us were lying, waiting, listening, within touching distance, with the black 
night separating us. 
 
It had been hard for Joey. He had no real friends. A few felt sorry for him, but most reserved their pity for 
themselves. Physically he was small, and thin like everybody, but unlike some of the bigger men who had 
given up, to the point where they had become walking skeletons, or died, it seemed that Joey had been 
worn down to a hard core which resisted further change. 
 
Why he had joined the army was a puzzle to me. He was quiet, sensitive and intelligent and admitted to a 
conscientious objection to any form of blood sport, which should surely have included war as well as the 
fox-hunting which was apparently a popular pastime for the gentry of the Yorkshire village from which he 
came. He was the only child of a widowed mother who evidently had tried to shield him from the 
proletariat, and consequently he was amazingly ignorant of how boorish men could be. 
 
Whatever Joey's problem was, I decided I had no desire to know. I turned over and tugged the blanket up 
over my head. I tried to sleep. I couldn't. I tried counting sheep. I tried counting Germans. Nothing worked. 
 
I turned over and eased the blanket off my head. Joey was quiet. There was no sound of breathing. He 
could have been dead. 'Joey', I whispered. There was no answer. I reached over and touched him. 'Joey, 
are you all right?' 
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He sat up, slid over the end of the bunk and moved down between the lines of bunks to the door. There 
was nowhere for him to go except the passage or the latrine. I reached over and felt for his blanket. I 
picked up his and mine and slipped out after him. We settled with our blankets over our shoulders and our 
backs to the wall at the far end of the passage so that anyone going to the latrine wouldn't trip over us. 
For a long time we sat in silence, then as casually as I could I asked him what was the matter. 
 
He didn't reply but I sensed he had turned his head to look at me for a moment. Why I sat there with him 
in the middle of a cold night when I needed all the sleep I could get puzzled me. We were not close 
friends. We slept next to each other, that was all. He was on a different working party and was what we 
called a 'loner'. A couple of times when we had been by ourselves he had talked a little but always about 
his mother or home. He read her letters again and again, old letters received before he had been taken 
prisoner. For whatever reason, there I was sitting silently beside him, waiting for something to happen, 
with the stink of the latrine wafting along the passage. 
 
I was wide awake but ignorant as to whether he was aware of my presence. Perhaps he was ill. Really ill. 
A few days earlier a Welshman had been delirious. Convinced that his mother was calling him, he raved 
and cursed his friends who were stopping him going to her. When the Germans came to unlock the doors 
in the morning he was taken away, only to die on the way to hospital, so the guard told us, from double 
pneumonia. 
 
My brother took the four-ten from the corner cupboard in the kitchen and loaded it, and in his pyjamas and with 

bare feet he moved out on the side lawn by the wood heap and twice shot at a rabbit which sat looking at him a 

couple of yards away on the lawn. Point-blank range, dead between the eyes, and the rabbit still sat unconcerned 

while he reloaded and fired again. 'It's there - right there', he said. 'It won't go even when I shoot. It just sits 

there.' My mother and Mrs Shekleton nursed him until the fever subsided. 

 
I knew little about nursing or first aid. My mother would put her hand on my forehead to see if I had a 
temperature. I imagined that at any moment Joey could start raving like the Welshman had done and I'd 
have to call someone to help sit on him. I put my hand up to his forehead. It was quite cool. 'I don't think 
you've got a temperature', I said. He didn't seem to be aware that I had spoken or had touched him. 
 
Then he startled me by asking, almost casually, 'Did you have a doll when you were little?'. 
'Me, a doll!' I laughed. 
'I wasn't being funny', he said. 'I had one. As long as I remember I had one, a rag doll, always laughing, 
always took it to bed with me. This boy - he was only a kid - had one - identical -' 
Oh God, I thought, he's starting to rave. 
'- tucked into his shoulder - just as I used to hold mine. He'd only been buried a few weeks - months 
perhaps - and being a dry season - just this doll grinning up at me -' 
 
I was beginning to understand. I had heard a few stories about the new cemetery working party. Evidently 
Joey was on it. Their job was to dig up graves at the Marburg cemetery, watched by small groups of 
civilians with hate or tears m their eyes. The Germans would prize the lids off the coffins and take any 
valuables buried with the corpses, like necklaces, rings or gold fillings. 
 
He stopped talking suddenly. I knew he was looking at me. 'Is that you, Digger?' he said. 'I'm sorry - all 
over a rag doll -' He sounded very tired. 
 
We went back to bed then. Within minutes I could hear the steady even breathing of a man in a deep 
sleep. I lay awake for a long time with confused images of grinning rag dolls snuggled against the 
shoulder of a boy in a coffin. Or was it Joey? 
 
The following morning no mention was made of our conversation during the night. When I returned from 
work that evening his bunk had been, cleared. I never saw him again. He had gone out on a dam 
construction working party to Lavamund, someone told me. 
 

 
The birthday party 

 
THE GUARD left us at the main gate. Without speaking we stumbled across the compound into the 
barracks, down the passage into our room. We threw our gear on the floor. Another day had almost 
ended. 
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I knew I must wash. I was filthy. I knew it was necessary for my soul or something that I should wash. 
I took my boots off and jammed one each side of my tin hat, put a pull-over over it, and lay back to rest. 
Not to sleep - just to rest for a moment.  
 
Stag woke me. 'Hey, Roberts, you lazy bastard, what about that wash!' I sat up, dazed by sleep and by 
the lack of it. Stag was squatting beside me in his underpants, a six-foot-one-inch grasshopper. 'How 
much do you weigh?' I asked, looking at his great kneecaps. 'Seven stone', Stag said, grinning. He was 
fourteen a few months ago in Palestine. 
 
'Well, what's so funny?' I asked. Then remembered. Yesterday was the big day. I had underlined it in my 
diary: '6th Aug. 1941 - my first Red Cross parcel arrived today'. Eighteen assorted articles - tinned meats 
and vegetables, cocoa, tea, chocolate, soap, a tin of Players tobacco and fifty State Express   cigarettes. 
'Oh yes. We're going to have a feast tonight. I'd better wash.'  
 
But it was hard to move. We had been shovelling coal all day from railway trucks. I looked around at the 
others. Some, like me, were resting. Some were already eating from cans, their faces and arms still black 
with coal-dust. Only Stag was clean. His bony nose was shining and unlike those of the rest of us the 
whites of his eyes were camouflaged by the colour of his cheeks. 
 
'Didn't anyone ever tell you to wash behind the ears!' The way he reacted, it could have been Stag's 
mother accusing him and not the uncrushable New Zealander, Max Richards, who felt with a pencil finger 
and showed on it evidence of the coal-dust. 
 
'Leastwise I did wash', Stag said. And added because he could withhold it no longer, 'A man's got to be 
cleaned up for his twenty-first birthday, ain't he!'. 
 
He was standing there on those long sticks in only a pair of dirty grey underpants, blackened around the 
fly, his grin fixed, embarrassed, but triumphantly luxuriating in the effects of his momentous 
announcement. 
 
'Twenty-one!' 'Today!' 'Come on, let's celebrate!' Like a woman, joyfully swept along on a tide of good 
feeling towards her, Stag allowed himself to be 'treated'. 
 
We sit in a circle. The guest of honour, apart from being black behind the ears, is shining. The talk is 
rough, bawdy. It is too embarrassing to talk seriously about anything. It is essential we should laugh -
laugh with - laugh at - it doesn't matter. Laugh at our misfortunes - but not be angry or sad - not tonight. 
 
We sit in a tight circle, with eye-whites glinting, and teeth, and laughter bubbling, eating into our parcels. 
And Stag's arms hanging like whips from his shoulder-blades. I look around the circle of faces. I'm getting 
to know these strolling players - Englishmen Tom Kenny, George Middleton, Fred Benson, Ollie Martin - 
small things they drop in conversation - the way they react or don't react. What brought them together? 
What brought us together? New Zealanders Rex Garland and Max Richards, Tom Corney, the 
Queenslander, Stag and me. Both sides, both ends of the world meet under a film of coal-dust in some 
strange room in Yugoslavia - ambassadors of war - of peace - of ignorance. 
 
We sit in a circle and hold aloft battered mugs of cocoa - white teeth in black faces toasting the clean one 
- 'To Stag!' 
 
Eighth of October 

 
TWO DAYS ago the Germans had a blitz on the partisans in the city. They caught and killed six of them. 
They hanged their bodies in the square as an example to the locals. 
 
I talked to Major Thomson about it. He said that sort of thing can only breed more hatred and violence. He 
told me Marburg, or Maribor as the Yugoslavs call it, has had a long history of guerrilla warfare. It has 
been controlled by Huns, Goths, Hapsburgs, Turks and Germans amongst others. The town has always 
been an important trade centre, with the Drava River used for barge traffic, and over-land trade routes 
from the north and the east passing through on the way to Trieste. 
 
I had found the doctor upstairs looking out of a window at a few prisoners playing soccer with an 
imaginary ball. 'Did you know that barbed-wire fever is highly infectious?' he asked. 'I just saw one of 
those blokes kick an imaginary ball over the fence and the guard out there headed it back.’ 
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I had seen and participated in dozens of examples of make-believe. It was the most common sport in the 
camp, except perhaps hopscotch. 'Does it leave any deleterious effects?' I asked, He looked at me and 
grinned, 'I ween there are more fools pass through Gotham than remain in it,'. I had to ask him what that 
meant. 
 
'But you came to see me about something', he said, I told him I had stayed at home to have my boots 
repaired. They needed doing; but my main reason was that I was completely lacking in energy, He took 
my temperature, asked me a lot of questions and looked down my throat. 'You've got no temperature', he 
said, 'You won't die today, But those glands. There's diphtheria about. Regular salt and water gargles and 
come and see me in the morning. And don't forget,'. 
 
I was about to leave when a Tommy hobbled in to see the doctor, 'That still not better?' 'No, sir,' 'Worse?' 
'Yes, sir,' 'H'mmm. I might have to take that toe-nail out,' 'Yes, sir.' 'I would have to get a man to hold your 
leg,' He turned to me, 'Could you do that?' 'Er .,,' 'Then come on, the pair of you,' 
 
It didn't take long, I held his leg under my arm. Major Thomson gave him a round ruler. 'Here, bite on to 
that', he said. 'It's what they used to do for women giving birth, Except this won't last as long, And grip the 
chair as hard as you like. You won't break it.' 
 
I was amazed how thin his shin was. I could span it easily. The toe was in a mess. I watched. The pliers. 
The pus. The blood. The doctor's face, apparently unconcerned, severe. I felt my fingers digging into the 
man's leg. He didn't moan or groan, only his breathing was fast and heavy, like a 
dog panting, on the back of my neck.  
 
When the toe-nail was removed, the doctor looked over my shoulder at his patient. 'Good man', he said. 
'Now for a dressing.' 
 
That night was a bad night for me. Stag told me afterwards he thought I'd gone around the twist - talking 
about corpses and bloody toe-nails, and playing soccer with the Germans. And evidently I kept insisting 
that some-one was trying to strangle me. 
 
The hospital 
 
THERE IS something beautifully clean about snow. Pure and healing. But then I'm looking at it from a 
hospital bed in a warm room. Pepsa has just brought me a cup of soup and a plate of sauerkraut. There is 
also a tiny piece of meat, so it is not Friday. 
 
I came into the Roman Catholic hospital in Marburg two weeks ago, on the ninth of October, with 
diphtheria, was immediately given 10000 units of anti-diphtheritic serum and put in a spring bed with white 
sheets, women to tuck me in, to smile, and to touch me on forehead and wrist. 
 
Pepsa, our stocky, round-faced ward maid, bustles from one task to the other, from six in the morning until 
eight at night, seven days a week, except that she has four hours off each Sunday to attend church. 
Today she is excited and full of smiles. She is going home for the first time in one and a half years for four 
days' holiday. 
 
It is good now that the sister has brought me a pillow, two pillows in fact. I can look out the window at the 
snow, white on the roofs and window-ledges. The air is filled with drifting flakes. My sheets and pillow-
cases are white. Pepsa's uniform is white. 'You will be cold when you go home', I say to Pepsa in my 
halting German. She smiles and says that it doesn't matter. I give her a bar of chocolate to take home. For 
a moment I think she is going to kiss me. Then my two room-mates come in from the bathroom. Pepsa 
smiles shyly at them and hurries from the room. 'What have you two been up to?' Taffy asks. I tell him, 
nothing, and grin so that he can think what he likes. 
 
Pepsa returns with their dinners on a tray. The Geordie catches her eye and, nodding his head in my 
direction, says in his atrocious German, 'Du machen whoopee with 'im? That verboten'. Pepsa colours. 
'Nichts whoopee machen', she replies and hurries from the room. 
 
I am thinking she will ask me later what 'whoopee machen' means. 'You fly bugger', Geordie says. I grin 
and tell him I'm too krank. 
 
It has been good here apart from the first few days and lately the tooth-ache, which keeps nagging. 
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The snow stopped during the night and this morning it is cold but sunny. Everything is clean and 
glistening. Even the thin branches of the trees and the tops of the fence palings are capped with white 
icing. 
 
Geordie and Taffy left to return to camp today. I wished them well. A New Zealander, Mike somebody, has 
taken one of the beds already. He is very sick. I wonder was I as sick as he looks, when I came in. 
 
I have counted six boxes being taken from the main hospital to the morgue, yesterday and today. 
 
My tooth-ache was worse during the night. I saw the doctor this morning and he has arranged for me to 
have the tooth out. I am sitting on a kitchen chair in a big bare room where the nurse left me. I am rugged 
up in a pullover, greatcoat, my new-issue long under-pants, foot-rags and clogs. 
 
A young man, I imagine a student, has come in. He looks in my mouth. I point out the teeth that are 
aching. He taps them with his finger-nail so I jump a bit, then he asks, in quite good English, 'Have you 
courage?'. A good start, I think. I tell him, a certain amount. I wonder where his surgery is, but not for long. 
He opens a small case, produces a towel, which he tucks around my neck, and a pair of pliers, and within 
a minute he is triumphantly holding aloft the first of three teeth. He plugs the hole with a knot of cotton 
wool and starts on the second one. I taste blood in my throat. My hands grip the seat of the chair. I 
struggle to hold my head steady as he tugs backwards and forwards. He leaves for a moment and comes 
back with another man who holds my head under his arm in a headlock. I hear a snap. I think, 'That's my 
jaw breaking', but it's not my jaw, it's the handle of his silver pliers. He throws the set on the floor and 
shouts 'Deutsch Klump!'. which makes me think he must be a Yugoslav, and attacks it with a second pair. 
The third tooth comes out easily. 
 
It is good to get back to my little white bed. News of the problem of getting the teeth out must have 
reached Sister. She keeps popping in to see how I am, and has brought me some warm broth. I try to tell 
her she is spoiling me. She doesn't communicate as well as Pepsa. She speaks Slovenian and doesn't 
like German, or the Germans, I think.  
 
Pepsa came back today. She came into my room before she had changed out of her street clothes. Her 
eyes were shining. I thought she looked very beautiful and solid on her two short, fat legs. Probably she 
was wanting to tell me and everyone about her four days at home. Her expression 
changed when she saw the Kiwi in a drugged sleep. 'Sehr krank?' she asked. 'Sehr klunk', I told her. I 
don't know whether it was Pepsa I loved in that moment, or what she stood for. Her expression of 
happiness had been replaced by an immediate concern for a prisoner-patient she had never 
seen before. 
 
She went softly over to the bed and stood looking down at Mike. She touched his forehead with her 
fingers. 'HeiB', she said. 'Morgen besser.' She looked over at me and smiled. The bed lay between us. I 
stared at her. In that moment I wanted her more than I had ever wanted anyone. She coloured slightly. 
Her hands fluttered. 'MuB gehen', she said and hurried out of the room. 
 
Pepsa was back. 
 
I am lying on my back carefully poking the tip of my tongue into the cavities where the teeth were. I'm 
thinking about my various sicknesses and how lucky I've been so far. The wrist, which a month ago was 
swollen to the size of a leg and which, when Major Thomson lanced it, spurted a mass of pus, enough to 
fill a porridge bowl; the boils on my head and neck; hands; teeth; dysentery; diphtheria. Perhaps now, with 
the Red Cross parcels, our main worries are at an end. 
 
I think often of Stag, Corney, the two Kiwis and the Tommies. They've all had problems, and so far they've 
all come through. But there's some-thing about the big camps I don't like. The sooner we can get away on 
our own, the better for all of us. Suddenly I'm scared that I might miss them. If there's a party going, they 
could take it. Perhaps they would be told to take it. Hell! The sooner I can get away from this place the 
better. 
 
I mention to Sister that I'm well enough to return to camp. She looks at me as if I were mad and takes my 
temperature. It's normal. She says I should have another few days. She will ask the doctor tomorrow. 
 
Yes, I am to stay for another two days. 'Why do you want to go?' Pepsa asks. 'It is better here.' She is 
right, of course. It is much, much better here. But I still wish to go. 
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Or do I? My two days are up. I am packed and ready, waiting for Dickie, the interpreter, and the guard 
from the Stalag to come here with the prisoners' mail. 
 
The guard has arrived and has a letter for me. It is not from my parents. It is from a neighbour. I am 
thrilled to get my first letter. I show it to Sister and kiss the envelope. My first letter! She probably thinks it 
is from my mother. She is old enough to be my mother. I notice she has a tear on her cheek. She is happy 
for me. I love her too in her funny long nun's robes. I put my arms around her and kiss her. 'Thank you, 
Sister', I say, 'thank you for everything'. She is crying. 
 
She pushes me away. Gently. I look for Pepsa. She was here a moment ago. The guard comes in to tell 
me we are going. I say goodbye to Mike. 'Say goodbye to Pepsa', I tell Sister. She nods. 
 
As we move off l look back. I see two faces, two white smudges at the window of my room. Pepsa and 
Sister. I wave. We move out of sight. 
 
It's good to be back. We are standing around the stove. The whole gang is here. They are apparently 
pleased to see me. I am catching up on the news of the camp and our present job. We are now known as 
the Holzer party. 
 
Max Richards is telling me about a skinny Serbian boy of fifteen who is also working on the Holzer party. 
His father and brother have been taken to Germany. One brother has been killed. His mother has died. 
And he has been called up as a conscript labourer. He gets no money, only bed and food. 
 
But there is good news. The regular delivery of Red Cross parcels has lifted morale and improved health. 
Rex has received five letters from New Zealand. Max has got on to a little vaseline for his skin. Fred 
Benson and Tom Corney, who were both sick when I went to hospital, appear to be better. 
 
Tom has just shown us one of his bush tricks. Actually, it is not a trick. He can stand a dixie on the palm of 
his hand as long as the water is boiling. 'Try it', Tom says. I do. It is magic. 
 
We drift off to eat. Stag and I have always shared our food. Big, hungry, skinny Stag received three 
parcels while I was on good hospital food. He produces three half-parcels and pushes them over to me. 
'These are yours', he says. 'You'll need feedin' up.'  
 
When the light went out at ten o'clock, I lay on my palliasse and listened to the rustling of straw as men 
settled. I had no sheets, a shirt for a pillow-case, and a warm, friendly feeling of being back home. 
 
Goodbye Marburg 
 
‘HOME', my mother said once, with a row of two-inch nails protruding from her lips, 'is what you make it'. 
When she had finished hammering the kerosene boxes together, painted them, and fixed a calico curtain 
on the front, she said it again. And, 'There, a wardrobe fit for a king'. And who would know better than my 
mother? After all, she had been a schoolteacher before she married a struggling farmer. 
 
Home is what you make it. In December 1941 Marburg was our home. Conditions at Marburg were 
different now. The Red Cross parcels from Britain and Canada, which we had been receiving for some 
weeks, had completely altered our way and standard of living. Luxuries that the Germans (and, we were 
led to believe, the British) were unable to get, like chocolate, cocoa, tea, coffee, butter, came to us 
regularly. It was good currency, and some of the guards were very happy to trade. Items of furniture or 
equipment which were previously unobtainable or forbidden were beginning to appear in camp. 
 
There were requests for improvements to camp amenities, many of which were met by the authorities, 
and by December 1941 the Marburg theatre group, The Eighteen Dees, had been given musical 
instruments, costumes, props and stage fittings, enough to present the pantomime Cinderella. This was 
followed, a month later, by Little Nell. Both productions were arranged and produced by Nic Nichols and 
starred Bill Hutchings as lead 'actress'. 
 
In mid-December the most notorious of all the Jocks in Marburg came up with something new. An ex-
sailor, confidence man, amateur actor, comedian, Jock walked down the centre of the road, dressed in a 
pair of overalls, with a couple of hoops over his shoulder and carrying a step-ladder. He gave a 'Heil Hitler' 
to the guard on the gate and continued up the street to the city. He spent the evening at various taverns, 
drinking and playing billiards, at one place with German officers by passing himself off as an Italian 
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merchant navy sailor on holiday. He walked back into camp next morning by following the same 
procedure. 
 
Two others who tried a variation of Jock's escapade managed to get out but couldn't convince the guards 
at the main gate that they belonged. Eventually they were able to alert friends inside the camp who 
organized their re-entry by bribing the guards. 
 
On Christmas Eve several guards, who had probably been primed on good wine, recognized the 
opportunities in swapping a night on the town for a prisoner for the rare luxury items from Red Cross 
parcels. Before the commandant was alerted to what was happening, over a hundred prisoners were 
enjoying the freedom of the streets and taverns of Marburg. Most were rounded up by troops in trucks  but 
some managed to have a taste of overnight freedom. What happened to those responsible I have 
no idea, but after the Christmas episode the guards were much less co-operative. 
 
Our Holzer party had finished and we found ourselves bogged down in camp and gradually becoming 
despondent and disenchanted with a life that some people held up as idyllic. Essentially we were people 
who needed action and it depressed us to see so many who spent a precarious existence dodging even 
the most trivial camp fatigues. 'Anyone who works for the Germans is a traitor', they would say. Or who 
worked for themselves, it would seem. We agreed that we wanted out, and as soon as possible. 
 
But we were too choosy. We knew there were small parties which went out occasionally to farm and 
forestry jobs, which appealed to us more than the idea of going on the big construction camps of several 
hundred men. These we dodged. 
 
Every day one or more of us spent time waiting at the gate for a guard to come looking for a small working 
party. Two days after my twenty-second birthday, I noticed a guard come into the compound. I had known 
him as a relief guard on our Holzer party. I hurried over to him. 'You looking for a gang, George?' I asked. 
'Twelve men', he said. 'What sort of work?' 'Farm.' 'You know me, George, the Holzer party. I can get the 
same gang.' 
 
He followed me over to the barracks. 'We're on', I told them jubilantly. 'A farm job.' There were eight of us. 
We picked up another four who were equally keen to get away. 
 
As with my first day at school, I felt a nervous excitement. We were on the move. A new job. A new life. A 
fresh experience. Only one thing to spoil the occasion, at least for Stag and me: Tom Corney was sick in 
hospital and would not be going with us. We would leave him a message. We would write to him later, if 
we were allowed. 
 
Rex Garland, the ever-methodical Rex, poked under the palliasses, peered under the bunks for anything 
that might have been left behind. 'Well, this is it', he said. 'Goodbye Marburg.' 
 

 
Eichberg 2 February 1942 - 14 January 1944 

 
The castle 
 
TWELVE MEN with their gear, which is everything they own, are paraded, counted six times, and 
marched to the railway station. 'Probably end up in some hell-hole', Fred Benson says and laughs. 
They all laugh. 
 
Some of them have known each other for several months, some for several years, no one knows 
everyone. Twelve men with two German guards marching out from the security of a large camp of 
thousands of men, surrounded by barbed wire and guarded night and day by German soldiers, find 
themselves on the street; on the railway station; on the train. Each man looks at the others. They sit 
next to the ones they know best. They talk quietly, and not much, because this is a new experience. They 
are going to a work camp. They wonder where.  
 
They are wondering about living as a family, probably all in one room, with no way to escape from each 
other: the black-headed Tommy - the thin one who whistles through his teeth, with his head back and his 
eyes closed - the tall one searching for something inside or outside the carriage; are they nervous? 
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Eichberg Castle 
 
 
At least they have a carriage, and not a truck with 'forty men or eight horses' written in French on the door. 
It is a carriage with a padded head-rest, shiny, where thousands of peasant heads have rested. It is easy 
to lean back and let the wheels beat out the rhythm over the joints; slowly up the hill - what a bother, get 
another - what a bother, get another - I think I can - I think I can. And along the flat - I thought I could - I 
thought I could - I thought l could l thought I could - strawberries and cream - strawberries and cream - 
strawberries and cream strawberries and cream. And the head, jiggling, half awake, trying not to think, 
and thinking all the time of food, and places to sleep, and warm fires. Two guards also nodding; the thin 
sour one clutching his rifle between his knees, and the other, luckily the 
boss, with a soft contented look - he can see the prisoners on the other side of the carriage reflected in 
the window, or through them see the houses and the trees flying back to Marburg. 
 
All of them are wondering. But vaguely wondering. Things that were important once are no longer 
important. Values are changing. What were yesterday's values are not for today. Tomorrow's values - 
Values? Values, you say. What are values? What is truth? What is honesty? What, you ask, is 
wickedness? 
“They change with race, they shift with space, 
and in the veriest span of time 
each vice has worn a virtue's crown 
each good been banned as sin or crime.” 
A jingle, iambic tetrameter, steel wheels pulsing over steel rails, over and over, pumping blood, a 
mutation, another mutation, changing values. 
Twelve men - seven Englishmen, one Scotsman, two Australians, two New Zealanders - going to a camp 
in a foreign country. No philosophers. No scholars. None of them have studied the doctrines of Hobbes, 
Locke or Shaftesbury, certainly not Kant or Hegel. Which is a good thing. Ethics for them is reduced to an 
unconscious theory which they can define starting from the flat base, where the tenet is co-survival. 
 
The village of Rohrbach is just another village until the guard says 'Out', and then the station hotel, the 
houses, the barns, the blackness of the spruce trees become real. The lump of mountain, the farms, the 
strips of forest, the snow icing, the smoke drifting from chimneys, remind them of the country around 
Marburg, but here there is a remoteness and a soft feeling of peace. A good first impression. 
 
They stand on the platform watching the train move out and over the high bridge, waiting while the guard 
inquires for directions. The locals stare.  
 
There is a crust of ice on the wagon tracks. Snow, heaped high against the bank below the viaduct, 
catches the late sun. An old woman in a black dress and apron and a scarf drawn tightly around a face as 
brown and wrinkled as a last season's potato is carrying two brimming buckets of water from a hand-
pump near the road. She stops to watch the troop file past; a guard in front, twelve strange men and a 
guard behind. Others, old men, women or children, stop whatever they are doing to stare at the strangers. 
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Up the hill, through the forest to the village of Eichberg, past the houses, the shop, the blacksmith's, the 
school, the. pub. On past a high-gabled house with a garden, and a black tree-stump which turns into a 
priest who raises his hand to the guards - or to the prisoners. On and up, to where a crumbling, grey-
stone castle stands on a hill with the church beyond.  
 
It must be the castle. It is the castle. Through the archway and through the courtyard. More instructions, 
and up to the top floor. Stone steps rounded by centuries of treading. Five more steps, a landing, three 
rooms. A civilian has joined the guards. The biggest room is filled with men standing loosely, their gear at 
their feet. A large low stove fits into the comer, between a small window and the door into the guard's 
room. At the other end are a table and two forms. The other small room, a bedroom for twelve, has six 
double-decker bunks lining the walls, leaving a tight square of well-worn, but scrubbed, floor-boards in the 
middle. 
 
There is a pile of wood by the stove and with the guard's permission Stag has a fire going within minutes. 
Some of the men are aware of his ability to boil a dixie with a handful of chips; now they see the 
abandonment of a bushman with ample wood and a first hand knowledge of the habits of a wood-stove. 
There is room on the top of the stove for everyone's dixie 'and more. The stove, the rooms, the men are 
warming up. 
 
Then a stranger comes to the door. 'Wo ist del Posten?' 'Hey, Charlie', one man calls the guard, realizing 
the importance of the visitor. His dress is obviously different but messy. He has one trouser-leg tucked in 
his sock, the other out. His black hair is stiff and bristly, his eyes hooded by lazy brows. 'Bloody Goofy', 
someone says. But it is not the man, it is what he is carrying that makes him important. He is loaded with 
three loaves of rye bread - huge, round, flat loaves. 
 
A bucket of milk and a butt of potatoes follow, and a ten-gallon can which the guard by crude and 
unmistakable signs gives them to under-stand is to be used to relieve their bladders, but only at night 
when the door is locked. 
 
With each new surprise grows a camaraderie, so the prisoners are finding with each other and indeed 
with the guards a new closeness. There is a growing feeling of contentment, of well-being amongst them - 
amongst them? - amongst us! 
 
Yes, amongst us. For I too have arrived as one of the twelve. I have developed a habit of viewing my 
actions as those of another person. It is a protection, an armour that I wear so as not to become too 
personally involved in awkward situations. It works. 
 

 
 

The Eichberg Gang 
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But now as I witness the easy activity of men claiming beds, preparing meals, making room for each other 
at the table, at the stove; as I watch Rex Garland offering the guards (both of them - the sour one is 
almost smiling) a drink - tea or coffee - I know I have arrived. And the destination is Eichberg. 
 
Somehow I have been elected what the Germans call the Vertrauensmann, which means man of 
confidence. I have no more doubts. These men are now all a part of the camp - our camp - my camp. Vic 
Roe, Tanky Millar, Jack Ridgman, Jock Munro are accepted into the new family. The rest of us have been 
together on the Holzer party in Marburg. 
 
This is it. We have bought out of the war and found this isolated hamlet where people live much as I 
imagine they did a millennium before. German guards and civilians will order us about but we are to live in 
a castle. It is a good omen. Tonight I shall sleep. 
I'm the king of the castle, You're the dirty rascal. 

 
Forty below 
 
THAT FIRST joy of arriving at Eichberg didn't last long, particularly for Stagoll. He huddled in front of the 
stove, ate nothing, and went to bed with a high fever and packed up with whatever clothes we could spare 
him. It appeared to be a recurrence of what had put him in hospital in Marburg a month before. 
 
The temperature, which had been down to thirty-one degrees below zero in Marburg, was still very low. 
Stag had struggled up the hill to Eichberg in wooden clogs, the guard and I carrying his gear. In the next 
few days his condition became worse and finally he was sent off to Graz hospital with suspected typhoid. 
We carried him down to the railway station at Rohrbach and saw him put in a cattle truck isolated from the 
other passengers because of the risk of infection. 
 
For me it was goodbye to the second of my two close friends. Tom Corney, Stag and I had been together 
since Greece. It was doubtful if I would see Tom again. And now Stag. I thought a lot about him the next 
few days. I would have worried more if I had known the miserable hours he passed before being admitted 
to Graz hospital with what it was eventually decided was pneumonia.  
 
For the others, too, Eichberg was not easy. Even Max's face cracked and bled from the cold. Sometimes 
Fred Benson had to fight for breath, and Rex's leg was worse and giving him a lot of pain. He was 
declared the permanent cook. And what a cook! It was not so much the quality of his 
cooking that was remarkable, but his ability to make use of all available food, and to watch that all had 
equal shares (except that, like any unselfish mum, he would be the first to go short). His constant 
badgering for us to bring home food of any sort needled us into missing no opportunity to thieve, each 
man trying to outdo the others. 
 
Occasionally the fact that Rex was suffering from the pain in his hip, that he had too much time alone to 
brood on the possibility that he might one day find he was a permanent cripple, caused him to be morose 
and at times bad-tempered. At least it was recognized he had an excuse. The rest of us had our tantrums, 
but deserved and received little sympathy. 
 
For us it was twelve against the rest. A code of ethics as strict as any we had ever held was accepted by 
us, for us, the twelve: never pinch your cobber's gear; respect his moods, his silences; help him when he 
is in trouble; share all work like cleaning, fixing, carting wood, carrying water, washing floors and clothes 
and blankets, cooking, hair cutting, bringing home and making things for the camp. The penalty: 
ostracism. 
 
For you the war is over, the Germans had said. And it was true. That other was a war between countries. 
Our war was against anyone outside who had something we, the twelve, needed to survive. Our real 
enemy at that time was the cold. Once it was reported to be forty degrees below zero. The dubious 
advantages of packing people into sleeping quarters for added warmth were at least partly counteracted 
by disadvantages. At Marburg, before moving into a room where two hundred men slept in crowded, 
stinking conditions on three-decker bunks, fifteen of us had lived in a small room fourteen by eighteen 
feet. Here in Eichberg the room was again small but there were only twelve of us on double-decker bunks. 
Often at nights the air would be so foul as to make it necessary to open the room's only window, and 
immediately the cold reached in like a hand to touch bodies inadequately protected by well-worn blankets. 
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“Me and my four pals” 
 

In Marburg, the Australians and the New Zealanders had experienced for the first time the rigours of a 
European winter. In my mind is the picture of an old Yugoslav street-sweeper whom we passed every 
morning on our way to work. He - with his coarse clothes and gloves and cap with flaps over the ears - 
probably felt sorry for us - ragged, skinny, pinched with the cold and hands tucked into pockets. Each day 
the old man made a point of passing close by us, pushing his two-wheeled cart and carefully, from under 
his bushy eyebrows, greeting us, yet without a word or a sign of a smile. He, a Yugoslav, cleaning the 
streets and the gutters, out with the sparrows every morning, was a prisoner too, in his own town. 'Walrus' 
we called him, with icicles clinging to the ends of his bushy moustache: two slender, sun-glinting, ice 
pendants. Now, here in Eichberg, icicles hung from the window-sill, and (we went specially to look after 
being told about it) from the two lavatories on the north wall of the courtyard where thick, knotted ropes of 
frozen excrement reached for several yards down to the ground below. 
 
For months we had slept in our clothes, then the Germans issued us with another blanket to supplement 
our own. Full army gear plus a great-coat and two blankets on a straw palliasse was still not enough to 
cope with below-freezing temperatures. 
 
It was almost a relief; then, to be working. Our first job in Eichberg, on the third of February, was wood-
cutting. We walked through knee-deep snow to the bush below the Kleinschlag road, laden with straight-
handled axes, saws of various types, machetes, and long-handled wooden shovels for clearing away 
snow. An area on either side of the gully had to be clear-felled of hardwoods - beech, ash, birch and hazel 
scrub - for planting out with firs. The cold and wet seeped through the rotten leather of our boots. ‘Soon 
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you will have new ones' had been the cry for months. Promises! Those who had been reduced to wooden 
clogs found it difficult to stand, despite motor-tyre soles. 
 
Once when he slipped on a steep bank, Jack Ridgman threw out a hand to save himself and grasped the 
saw which he and Mugitz were using to fell a tree. The saw teeth buried themselves in his palm and he 
had to be lifted off them. Max Richards and I rushed over to see what had happened and found Jack 
sitting on a log, and Vic Roe binding a rag around his friend's hand, trying to stop the flow of blood that 
had left a wiggly trail of red on the snow. And Max had laughed as he always did when anyone was hurt 
(the more so when he was the victim). 'Nothing to laugh about', Vic said angrily, upset by the extent of his 
friend's injury. 'I'm not laughing', Max giggled. I led him away, remembering how once when we were 
splitting a frozen block of wood - I was holding the ice-encrusted wedge with my pullover sleeve held over 
my fingers - Max had mis-hit, or, as he insisted, I wasn't holding the wedge straight, and my fingers had 
been jammed between the wedge and the block. With my hand shoved deep into my armpit I could only 
grin stupidly, watching the tears roll down his cheeks: 
'Gawd - gawd - that - must - hurt'. 
 
There were many minor accidents which, with no emergency medicines and gear available, were major 
problems which each man had to learn to cope with. Time off was spent mending boots and clothes, 
making gloves or foot-rags out of bits of clothing or sacking. Nothing was ever thrown out without its 
possible future use being carefully assessed. 
 
Never was home so sweet as on those days when we came in cold and wet and hungry, aching from the 
unusual muscular activity. Rex was the angel. Always the food was ready and the stove hot and stoked up 
to dry the day's clothes on the lines he had fixed. And always that same good-natured grumpiness, that 
new demand for some odd thing he had decided we needed. 'Garlic, that's what we need -' 'If you blokes 
want bacon in your stew, you'd better see I get bloody bacon -' 'You're getting 
your full ration of spuds. If you want more, pinch 'em -' And he would hobble across the floor, fetching and 
carrying for everyone. 
 
At first it was easy to steal from any of the civilians, but as stories of their friendship and generosity were 
related so their names were wiped from our list of victims. Civilian workers on the Herrschaft (state farm) - 
Rudolf Ringhofer, Frau Fuis at the cow-shed; Karl Harl, the carpenter; little Mugitz, in the bush; Hans and 
Max Fuis, the horse drivers; and the women: Resi, Hilda, Millie, Nanni and Frau Hofer - were all 
sympathetic and helped us in various ways. Herr Weghofer (Goofy) was the boss of the state farm which 
was owned by Frau Baronin von Lientz and had been taken over by the Nazis, so we decided our thieving 
would be confined mainly to robbing the state farm. 
 
One legitimate and valuable addition to the camp's food supply came because Tom Kenny was able to 
bring home all of the colostrum which the calves couldn't drink, and which had previously been thrown out 
because it was thought by the locals to be unclean. Beestings, as Tom called it, was simply put in a dish 
in the oven to make a delicious custard. In our Red Cross parcels were luxuries in great demand with the 
civilians. Coffee, chocolate, butter, cheese, tinned fish, cigarettes, dates and raisins were all items which 
the civilians were unable to get in any quantity, if at all, and which became particularly valuable for 
bartering for those things which the civilians had and we required. 
 
We were improving our lot. Stag had returned from hospital and was soon putting on weight. Fred Benson 
got a job at Knobl's hotel. Tanky Millar was working for a small farmer, Beierlein, at Lebing. Parcels, from 
home, of clothing began to arrive. Stag made a hockey ball from a knot of wood, and with carefully 
selected hazel sticks we soon had regular games organized in the castle courtyard. 
 
By the end of the summer of 1942 we had established ourselves as a powerful group in the village 
hierarchy. 
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Two other pals 
 
 

Eichberg 1 May 1944 - 31 March 1945 

 
The harvest 

 
IT IS AUGUST. The day is warm and still. Almost as if the world had stopped turning, there is no wind; not 
even a zephyr to send a rippling wave across the bowed heads of barley. 
 
It is harvest time. I am on the end of the line; the tenth of a team in a field of barley. Normally there are 
two of us but Ray Hosking, who has been helping me stook the sheaves, is sick today and at lunch-time 
went home to bed. As time goes on I am getting further behind. There are rows of sheaves on the ground, 
identical, tied at the waist, generous with grain at their heads, and splayed out at the butts. I am able to 
dream along at my own pace. I'm thinking this must be the best job in the world, given the weather we 
have today and the scenery that surrounds us. 
 
We change our jobs around so that sometimes I mow, sometimes gather or tie, sometimes stook the 
sheaves. I have no preference. Although most of the gathering is done by women. They seem to be better 
at it than the men.  
 
Mowing barley, wheat or rye is different from mowing grass. The scythe blade is just as sharp but shorter 
and the long, vigorous, sweeping, frontal attack on grass is replaced by a rhythmic chop of the blade and 
a shuffling forward movement, with the left foot never quite catching up with the right, which keeps the 
body obliquely facing the wall of uncut grain. 
 
There is an art in mowing grain crops. A frame or cradle is attached from the centre rear of the blade to 
the handle, and the long, cut stems are bundled together and left lying in a neat pile, the blade withdrawn 
cleanly so that the pile remains undisturbed. 
 
Each person scything is followed by one with a sickle whose job it is to tie the sheaves by taking half a 
dozen barley sterns in each hand, twisting the head ends once over each other, laying the tie on the 
ground, loading on to it as many bundles of cut barley as make a sheaf; and tying securely. 
 
Today, apart from me, there are four mowers, four gatherers, and one person tying. I throw ten sheaves 
near where the stook is to be. I take two sheaves, one in each hand, holding them just above the tie, turn 
to face the row of stooks already erected, line them up so that I can see along the gables and, maintaining 
an accurate line, stomp the two sheaves on the ground with their heads together and their butts a yard 
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apart several times, until the cut ends are flush with the ground. This process is repeated so that there are 
four pairs of sheaves side by side. Then two keepers are placed on an angle, one at each end of the 
stook. 
 
All those beautiful, heavy, whiskery heads hanging. All those shocks with golden A-frame roofs reaching 
to the stubble. I am content today, as a man ever is content. I have kept my sleeves rolled up and the 
insides of my arms are blotched red where the straw has prickled. 
 
A memory of my first harvest, when my brother and I followed the reaper and binder; watched it magically 
arc its long, curved needle over a gather of oats, withdrawing as quickly and cleanly as a scyther 
withdraws his blade, leaving the sheaf tied with twine, just in time, before the two steel fingers flicked out 
the sheaf for us to pounce on and carry in our arms to the stook. Rush to gather it - not as now, not as my 
father then, carefully grasping a sheaf in each hand, never by the tie, but by a handful of stalks below the 
heads - gather it in our arms and hug it to our bodies. As tall as us. And bare legs, bare arms, scratched 
and prickled. We turn to see the stooks that we have built, and the workman shakes his head because we 
have spoilt his pattern and says, 'They'll all blow over'. And father shows us again and tells him 'They've 
got to learn', and belts the butts on the stubble, 'But not too wide now - and keep in line'. 
 
In front of me, well up in front, I see the scythe's rhythmic lift and thrust, the sun glance on the blade, the 
women with their sickles, one standing, poised like Ruth, the Moabite, and the tier, on one knee, twists 
and binds his sheaf. 
 

 
 

And more pals! 
 
Here we mow the field from one side to the other, allowing the game that have been living in the crop to 
make a discreet exit away from the workers. At home, the binder cuts its way in from the fences until the 
workers and their dogs surround a narrow strip, an island of panic-stricken game and snakes that have 
several times poked noses out to see an open plain, and men with sticks, and dogs held by the loose 
neck-skin. Then comes the final choice, to face the clattering, slicing blade, or the whooping men and 
yelping, snapping dogs. The squeal of rabbit. The baby cry of hare. The shout of triumph as someone 
holds a snake by the tail. The trophies are won.  
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Today I have no stomach for trophies. I am content enough to gather my sheaves and build my stooks 
and wonder what it is that brings contentment with the harvest. There is with everyone here a 
camaraderie, as if the sweat is leaching out the body's bitterness, which is replaced by sweet, new-
season's cider. I noticed it as a child. School friends would want to come and stay at harvest time. Carting 
in - wagons and horses - long-handled forks - tea and home-made cordials and hot buttermilk scones - 
the rustling of the sheaves and stubble. Horses stretching to snatch mouthfuls of grain in passing, and 
sometimes succeeding, and the sheaf dancing like a puppet held on strings, then flung to one side. The 
pitchers pulling the whole shock over, standing with backs to the wagon, thrusting the three curved prongs 
of the pitchfork in under the tie at the waist of the sheaf, flicking it over a shoulder, so the man on the load 
can catch it with his short-handled fork, turn it and place it exactly where he wants it. 
 
There is an art in building a load; more so in building a stack, so that the battered sides are three feet 
wider at the eaves than at the base, always keeping the centre full. the gradual slope in of the roof from 
eaves to ridge, with only the last row of sheaf heads showing. And the final proof; that it should stand over 
winter without props. 
 
My contentment is tinged now with a fear that all I see is dying; that I am witness to the birth of a new age. 
Here, now, in wartime, in Austria, where the same system of harvesting has been in operation since 
Austrians learned to harvest grain, there is a tractor and binder working in another field. Tanky Millar and 
Stag are introducing to the locals a new technology, just as I did recently when I used for the first time 
ever in Eichberg a new horse-drawn mower and cut as much grass as four men would have mown in the 
same time. 
 
I try to imagine the first time homo sapiens harvested a sown crop: the beginnings of agriculture: to turn 
from the necessity to search for nuts and roots, for birds and animals to club and kill: to sow the seed, to 
watch it grow, to harvest, and finally to learn to store for winter, for the lean year. Life with a purpose: to 
sow, to grow, to harvest, to store. 
 
It is for this reason, I tell myself, that the further people distance themselves from the soil, and the art of 
agriculture, the greater is the propensity towards degeneration. And so with civilizations. 
 
I am beginning to recognize the contentment I have felt, I still feel, as I watch the four mowers, their 
scythes lying like broken elbows where they left them, standing in a group, passing the cider jug from one 
to the other. And the women carrying their sickles like mascots, moving up to join them. Someone waves 
to me. I wave back, pick up a sheaf; and as if to prove something, thump it down on the stubble so that it 
stays standing, erect and alone, a symbol, and wander up to join the others. 
 
As I go I wonder will my sheaf continue to stand. Or will it too, like all things, eventually fall, and decay? 
But I shall not look back. As I come up to them I notice the dust and sweat on their faces. I join in with 
their banter. We are, all of us, concerned with today, only with what is. 
 
I feel a quick breeze on my cheek. I look across the uncut barley. The bowed heads move, almost 
imperceptibly, a rippling wave. I don't look, but I know my sheaf has fallen. 
 
Idle thoughts 
 
YOU CAN GO into the room next door and lie on your bed. Two others are there, lying, reading letters for 
the sixth time; or thinking, looking at the slats on the bottom of the bunk above. 
 
You stand in the doorway wondering. You can stay in the big room with the others. There's room on the 
end of the form next to Ray Hosking. You can write a card to someone. The list says you owe letters to six 
people and you've only got one card. Which one of the six? You could probably buy a card or even a letter 
from Ollie or Bennie.  
 
Both their families live at Whitewell Bottom (Rossendale! – just a few miles from the Archivist’s home 
town). 'Your turn this week', Bennie had said. And Ollie wrote: 'Dear Home, You're all right. We're all right. 
That's all right. Love Bennie and Ollie'. 
 
You can join in one of the conversations - if you want to. Or make a new one. Throw a thought in the air, 
like: fox-hunting- 'Don't talk to me about fox-hunting', says Kenny. Meaning don't you talk about fox-
hunting, I will. 'I wouldn't put up wi' it like t'ole man does.' Kenny wouldn't. Probably his father said the 
same, once. 'Straight over a field of barley or potatoes - don't matter a stuff, not to them it don't. Twenty, 
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thirty of' em, full gallop, no beg pardons. Home on final leave I was. Just finishing off hoeing a field of 
potatoes, we were. Would've got knocked over if we hadn't of got out of the road, and down they come, 
full bore: dogs, horses, people with all their fancy gear on, an' not a look for us, an' leavin' a chain-wide 
strip with hardly a plant left standing. "What do we owe you, James", he says next day. "Sorry about the 
potatoes, James", he says. "We'd better go an' assess damages, James", he says. Broken fences, new-
sown turnips, a field of oats, calf wi' a broken leg - "Tst! tst!" he says, "pity to be sure - a heifer out of ol' 
Maggie and we had to shoot her". She'd had six bulls in a row, an' all he can say is fookin' tst, tst. Don't 
talk to me about fox-huntin", Kenny says. 
 
You can listen to Stag telling the two new Tommies about going to the bull show at Feldbach. I've heard it 
all before, so I can enjoy it better imagining Stag and Rudolf on the street at the back of the station. 
They're both long and thin; on end they'd make over four yards between them. 
 
There's a black-out and only starlight to see by when they get off the train at Feldbach. The train starts 
with a burst of huffing and shoots a chimneyful of sparks sky-high, so Stag must turn around to see. He 
can't help it. Stag's like that. He's got to see. He's got to know. And the big Jerry officer in front has to 
choose that moment to bend down to tie his boot-lace. Stag was in the middle of telling Rudolf what our 
planes would do if they saw that lot, when his knees hit the Jerry's bum and the two of them went flat on 
the footpath with Stag on top and saying in his Steiermark German, over and over, 'Entschuldigen Sie mil 
bitte', which means excuse me please, and backing off and away with Rudolf beside him, and Rudolf 
starting his belly-laugh before they're out of earshot. You'd need to hear Rudolf’s laugh come from way 
down and keep coming, like a kettle on the boil and lifting the lid to get the pressure off. 
 
And the Jerry heard and is right there asking questions, who is he? where is his guard?, and then there 
are two more Germans come from nowhere and Stag and Rudolf are backed up against a fence with a 
couple of palings missing, which Rudolf sees, and says, come on, over gardens and fences, and 
backyards, and dogs barking, and people running, until in the end they are at a fire station, where they 
spend the night in the bell tower. 
 
The second night Rudolf leaves Stag to sleep on the straw at the show-ground with the pedigree bull they 
took - a brown and white Flekvie, so Stag says - and Rudolf sleeps in town. 'You were there on your own, 
without a guard, and you didn't take off!' one of the Tommies says. They don't realize yet that we'd just as 
soon turn one of our own blokes in as somebody like Rudolf. Stag just looks at him as if he's off his rocker 
and says, 'And leave Rudolf carrying the can?'. 
 
Then Tanky farts. Tanky has got an awful lot of wind. He's constantly quoting: “where'er you be, let your 
wind gang free”. Did Robbie Bums really write that, someone asked. And Tanky says, aye, he did that. He 
was a grand farter, was Rabbie. 
 
It was enough to remind George, in the first lull, to tell the new blokes about 'The Night of the Inflammable 
Fart'. It's a fact, Rex had said. Get a good one and the flame can be a yard long. And we believed him, 
George said; enough for eleven of us to stick our bums over the side boards of our  beds, white bums in 
the moonlight, and Rex like a lion-tamer with box of matches at the ready. Who's got a fart? he kept 
asking. And farts popping up all over the room. And us trying to look over our shoulders. And Jock yelling 
because he said Rex singed his hairs, which was right because we could smell it and anyway Jock has 
got the hairiest arse you'd ever see. And us all laughing so much most of us missed it when Rex lit one of 
Ollie's and a blue flame shot out as long as your arm. 
 
There are about six of them writing letters or cards now, but I don't feel much like writing. You can't say 
what you want to because the Jerries put a black line through anything they don't like and the only things I 
want to say at the moment are things Jerry would put a black line through. 
 
Sandy Harker is writing a card. His lips move with the words as he writes. Sandy's had it tough. You can 
tell by the shape of his nose and ears. He's got a great sense of humour. Funny how I feel about these 
blokes. There's not one I dislike. Is it that when you're put in a situation where actions and - what? - 
assets are governed by some outside authority you get along better with each other? Maybe we'll only 
stop fighting each other when some space power takes over. 
 
Tom Cleaver has given me a poem to read. It's about a hawk. It's about freedom. He wants me to say 
what I think. I read it again, stalling for time. It's good, Tom, I tell him. 
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Bluey Wheatley is teaching Stag diesel mechanics. Bluey's job in the army was, if a tank got knocked out, 
to get it going again. Stag is writing down in his book in careful longhand all about injectors and things. I 
couldn't be bothered. 
 
Eddie Marland is talking about when he was a kid. He comes from near Manchester, not far from Ollie and 
Bennie. He came to the camp not long ago with George Tait, Sandy, Bluey and Ken Pallister. Eddie is 
talking about his sister Alice. He's mentioned Alice before. He talks about her like I think about my mother. 
Eddie's father died when Alice was eleven, then later his mother died. Alice was working then. She was 
mother and father and housekeeper and helped Eddie and his two sisters with their school-work. Eddie is 
saying how Alice used to bring out her little book after a meal sometimes and tell them how if they all went 
without meat and butter for three weeks they would have enough money to buy Eddie some new boots. 
And they would all say, let's buy Eddie some boots. Some day I'm going to meet Alice. 
 
Rex is not on my list. I could write a card to him. Rex was repatriated at last. It seems a long time ago 
since we got him to the doctor at Friedberg. He had to use two sticks and was in a lot of pain. I suppose 
the doctor thought he was a bludger because he knocked his stick away, told him to walk without any. 
Rex collapsed. Dear Rex, We are all sitting around the big table talking or writing letters - 
 
One of the new Tommies is talking about the Italians in the desert, how they were rotten fighters, how 
they ran. Perhaps they didn't want to fight. I remember once in Egypt, we were pulled in at a siding to wait 
for a train-load of Italian prisoners to go past, slowly past, almost touching distance. There seemed to be 
thousands of them. Some of them were leaning out of their windows as we were leaning out of ours. One 
of our sergeants was shouting at them, calling them yellow and lily-livered and dago cowards. I remember 
wishing he would shut up. I remember Charlie Knight telling him to. An Italian prisoner was watching our 
sergeant. I noticed him coming gradually closer, his arms folded on the window-sill. When he was 
opposite he spat, a big wet splatter of gob on our sergeant's face. The Italian didn't even smile. Perhaps 
he didn't want to fight either. Perhaps none of them wanted to fight. Perhaps they could see no sense in it. 
 
Kenny is talking sex again. I suppose we all get horny at times, but I reckon Tom must be the homiest 
man I've ever seen. I remember I saw him once in Marburg a few weeks after the Red Cross parcels had 
been coming, waking up with the first brutus he had had for months. He jumped out of bed, dropped his 
strides, yelled, hey, you blokes, what d'you think o' this, and raced around the room with the top half of it 
sticking up over his clenched fist. We had a bull at home, randy like Tom Kenny, one of the best natured 
bulls we ever had, just had this thing about sex. 
 
I must finish this card to Rex, but what can you say in seven lines. Cornwall is telling Alec Ryrie about the 
time when he had a job at the vicarage in Bude. He was a messenger-boy, gardener, houseboy, the lot- 
but his story is based on the fact that he's mad about soccer. He had made the afternoon tea for the 
vicar's wife who had some lady guests in her drawing-room - What's a drawing-room? Ollie asks Bennie. 
Search me, Bennie says. S'pose where y' do drawin'. But Cornwall ignores them. They're all the time 
talking to each other like that. Cornwall was going into the room with a tray loaded up with a silver teapot 
and cups and saucers - Silver teapot, Ollie says. Have you ever seen a silver teapot, Bennie? Not me, 
Bennie says. An' cups an' saucers an' all. They must be posh in Cornwall. Th' only cups I ever see is on 
t’sideboard. Top shel' too, says Ollie. I reckon Cornwall is puttin' on t’ side. - And he tripped on the rug in 
the doorway and a cup spilt over the edge and before it hit the ground his foot shot out and he plastered it 
against the wall just missing the vicar's wife's left ear. 
 
Where was I - Dear Rex, We are all sitting around the big table talking and writing letters. Cornwall has 
just been telling about how he got the sack at the vicarage. Most of the stories you've heard before are 
repeated when some new prisoner arrives. You should have heard George tell the one about you lighting 
farts! I can hear the guards coming up the stairs - about time too, there are a few of us wanting to go to 
bed and the pee-can has got to be emptied. They must have had a party, the noise they're making. 
 
Cheers, B. 

 
Christmas (A day to remember) 

 
THE GUARDS had agreed to allow prisoners from the neighbouring camp at Kleinlungitz to visit us for the 
day, Christmas 1944. 
 
Because we had been storing up our luxuries from the Red Cross parcels for the Christmas period we 
were now short of barter items. A list was drawn up of goods required and able to be obtained from our 
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various places of work. I was down for half a dozen eggs and a chook from Pichler's farm, where I now 
worked. 
 
Once before I had made the mistake of taking several eggs on one day. Perhaps a weasel, I had 
suggested. The boss had obviously not been convinced, but set his intricate home-made weasel trap. He 
greeted me the following morning full of smiles. You were right, he said. As I looked at the beautifully soft, 
reddish-brown fur, turning white (its winter coat, I was told), I thought what a shameful person I was to 
allow this splendid animal to pay the price for my crime. So that's a weasel, I said. No, he told me. A stoat. 
See, it has a black tip to its tail. 
 
This time, I had time. I would take one egg a day. But the chook - I threw out a handful of wheat. With a 
pitchfork held out to my right, the tines pointing upwards, I waited for a hen to poke her head up, as they 
have a habit of doing. I swung the fork the way I used to swing a stick to mow off dandelion heads, a 
stroke we called a daisy-cutter, but a little higher. It worked beautifully. The head hit the barn wall and I 
made a dive for the decapitated chook flapping across the floor. Within two minutes I had my Christmas 
chook safe under a heap of straw and ready for me to pick up after work. 
 
When I arrived back at the camp the cook was jubilant. Many varieties of vegetables, eggs, cream, milk, 
herbs and spices, three chooks, a duck, and a large lump of pork were displayed on one of the beds, like 
a well-stocked thanksgiving table at a harvest festival. 
 
Eisenmann walked in unexpectedly. He stared at the collection, incredulous, shaking his head. 'All gifts, 
George', Kenny said. 'Farmers good. Help prisoners have good Christmas.' Kenny's German was basic. 
Eisie grinned. 'Bloody stehlen bastards.' 
'Nichts stehlen bastards', Kenny protested. 'Alles baksheesh. Farmers gut. AIles geschenken. 
Weihnachten.' 
Eisie walked off towards the guard's room, shaking his head and muttering, 'All same - Englander - 
Australieren - Neuseelander- aIles bloody bastard - aIles dieben'. 
'Hey, George', Kenny called after him, 'wait a bit'. 
Eisenmann turned. Kenny went to his bed, felt in a box under his pillow and pulled out a bar of chocolate. 
'Happy Weihnachten', he said and tossed it to him. Eisenmann caught it and put it in his pocket. 'Nichts 
Dieben', he grinned. 'AIles brave bastards.' 
 
Christmas 1944 was to be our fourth Christmas in captivity and with each year fresh ideas and 
innovations made for a celebration more memorable than the last. Traditional habits and customs from 
many life-styles in many lands were accepted and blended by enthusiastic planners. Rooms were 
decorated; coloured hats, table-napkins, place-mats were carefully prepared and menus were designed 
and written in painstaking script by Charlie Wilson for everyone, including our guests-to-be from 
Kleinlungitz. 
 
Even Alec Ryrie, the daddy of the camp, was conscious of a sense of excitement. Tanky openly spoke our 
thoughts. 'You'd better make this one the best ever. It'll be the last you'll have in Germany.' 'Och, aye', 
Sandy mocked, 'I've been sayin' that every year since 1941'. 
 
We were awake early on the 25th. The sun spread a warm, almost pink light over the snow on the fields. 
The trees below the castle were putting on a show especially for the day: mostly fruit-trees, their branches 
were black, stiff, erect and bare of leaves. Scintillating drops of water frozen to the branches caught and 
split the fire of the sun: Christmas decorations. 
 
Too early for the guards, we thumped on their door for someone to unlock. The duty roster had been 
altered to suit the day. As always the first job was for two men to empty the can; carry it down to the 
landing and tip it over, to splash down on the cement where it drained out into the scrub on the north side 
of the castle, where the land fell steeply down into the valley. We had done it every day for three years. 
Others had done it for centuries. 
 
No one had to be urged to get up. Tom Kenny and Jack Ridgman, the cooks for the day, demanded help 
and co-operation. By ten o'clock practically everything was ready. Beds had been made, rooms tidied and 
swept, and wood and water carted up the stairs. A classically shaped Christmas tree, which was a strange 
addition for those of us from Australia, had been dressed with coloured wrappings, silver paper, gewgaws 
and tinsel. Only the presents were missing. 
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We saw the Kleinlungitz party on the track crossing the Hasel Feld in single file, half a mile away; their 
guard, with his rifle slung on his shoulder, in the rear. 
 
Fred Benson would be working at the pub until midday. It didn't worry Bennie that he would miss the 
church service. It wouldn't have worried any of us much, missing it, but then no one was forcing us to 
have a service either, and all of us were happy to attend. Even the cooks, who had an excuse, were there; 
and of course the men from Kleinlungitz. Of the thirty-odd men who attended the church service that 
morning probably not more than half a dozen had ever been regularly to church. There was an uncertainty 
about living, about life: what it was all about. There were questions that needed answering and none of us 
had the answers. Perhaps the only one who had them was God. 
 
All of us in various ways had experienced hardship. Many of us had already spent one-fifth as much time 
in prison as in our own homes, and the percentage was growing. No matter what the conditions, we 
craved freedom. 
 
On this Christmas Day in the peace and quiet of a small Austrian village, we were able to think objectively 
about the millions of ordinary people who were dying on all sides; about the millions who were suffering 
because of the war. We knew about Berlin: I had seen it. We knew some-thing of the war in London, 
Hamburg, Paris, Rotterdam, Warsaw, Coventry, Stalingrad. We knew from the letters that came to the 
camp of the sweethearts who couldn't wait any longer; of the mothers and fathers, members of families 
and friends who had died. We knew that Jock Munro had heard recently that his fifth and last brother had 
been killed. We knew that Tanky Millar had lost his father and two brothers.  
 
Because we knew these things were happening, because we didn't understand why they were happening, 
we were content to turn to God. Secretly we were ready to accept psychical or meta-physical help or 
guidance from anyone, a gipsy fortune-teller or some nebulous crystal-gazer, but because of His aura of 
respectability, God's approval rating was higher and consequently He was more readily acceptable as the 
fountain-head of mysticism. 
 
I spent hours while I was working at Pichler's trying to work out the theme of the address I had said I 
would give. Two nights before Christmas I found what I was looking for - Job 24: 19-20: 'Drought and heat 
consume snow waters: so doth the grave those which have sinned. The womb shall forget him; the worm 
shall feed sweetly on him; he shall be no more remembered; and wickedness shall be broken as a tree'. 
 
Because I remembered fondly my mother's evening readings, I read through to the end. I had forgotten 
the payment Job had received for not sinning in the eyes of God - a doubling of all his previously held 
possessions: fourteen thousand sheep, six thousand camels, a thousand yoke of 
oxen and a thousand she-asses. 
 
I was dismayed. This was not at all what I was wanting to get across. Material reward for ethical behaviour 
was abhorrent to me. In fact, I thought, ethical behaviour often results in material loss, but it is this loss 
which actually brings the ethereal reward that I wished to speak about. 
 
I closed the Bible. There would be no text. But there must be a central theme. What? Idly I opened it 
again. I read the first chapter I saw: Matthew 16:26: 'For what is a man profited, if he shall gain the whole 
world, and lose his own soul?'. That I would use! I was sure no one would quibble about my interpretation 
of 'soul'. 
 
Charlie Wilson was responsible for the hymns, and he and Roy Kuchel, our piano-accordionist, got in a 
corner to practise the tunes. Roy, who came from Murray Bridge in South Australia, had a good ear both 
for music and the German language. 
 
'Thank you for that address', Stan Hockley said. 'It was beautiful.' I had noticed him, but had not spoken 
with him before. He was one of the Kleinlungitz men, much older than the others, tall, thin and quietly 
spoken. I was flattered. I had taken such pains as I had mainly for my own satisfaction and had not been 
prepared for his obviously sincere approbation. 
 
After dinner we moved off on our own and sat for a long time on the stone wall in the courtyard. Hungry 
for conversation, he talked of Hazlitt, Wordsworth, Coleridge's addiction to opium. He told how Beethoven 
had used Schiller's 'Ode to Freedom' and altered it to suit: 'Daughters of Elysium, Joy, Oh Joy' and 'Oh ye 
millions, I embrace ye!'. 
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It was as if I had been walking through a forest for days and had come out at last on the top of a mountain 
to find before me a vista, fresh and exciting: new lakes, new mountains, new rivers to explore. Stan asked 
me about my home and my parents and I talked unreservedly until suddenly I felt embarrassed in case I 
might be boring him. But no. He told me of his beliefs, his philosophies. He was not a Christian, it was too 
narrow, too confined. No, it would be wrong to say he was not a Christian: he was more than a Christian; 
accepting none of the inhibitions of the Church and, adding his own native philosophies of love and 
superstition. He told me of occultists and astrologers. He accepted all. He accepted nothing. 
 
He told me about people and things I had never heard about: Michael Fairless and her Roadmender, 
Walter Pater's Manus the Epicurean, Petrarch, and Max Heindel's The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception. 
Did I know, for instance, and he laughed, that if a person is given to spiritual thought, the tendency to use 
the sex-force for propagation is slight; that the people who are most prolific are the lower classes; that the 
brain of the sex-pervert is not capable of spiritual thought, hence the mental deficiency. 
'Then to be celibate might not be so onerous?' 
'That would follow.' 
I wondered about my capacity for spiritual thought. Stan laughed. 
 
How that Christmas Day ended is open to some argument. Bennie and Ollie, the clowns, had been 
responsible for the grog, and while in no way denying themselves their right to share, they were insistent 
that everyone should, on this day at least, join in the Bacchanalian revelry. 
 
There seemed to have been an unending supply of cider, wine, and later schnapps. Soccer, played on a 
mini-pitch in the courtyard, was a light-hearted affair which caused considerable merriment to the civilian 
residents of the castle who, late in the afternoon, packed the windows and balconies to laugh, and to 
cheer the semi-inebriated, show-off behaviour of the players. Toni Fuis, Charlie Dorn, Karlie Harl, Austrian 
boys who lived in the castle and loved being a part of our buffoonery, were kept constantly busy rushing to 
retrieve the ball from the road or the orchard below the high stone wall. 
 
A high tea which included the left-overs of the midday feast helped sober the performers in the evening 
concert which followed, where songs heard at every concert held in the past three years were again sung. 
The fact that on this night the audience included half a dozen strangers from another camp, as well as 
several new men, added zeal to the performance. 
 
Some interpreted the enthusiastic applause which greeted the conclusion of each item as a request for 
more, but invariably the good-natured audience was able to get its message across to the artist before 
having to suffer too much. 
 
Jock Munro, as always, sang 'Paddy MacGinty's goat'; George Middleton, a crude version of 'Muckin' out 
Geordie's byre'; Tanky Millar, when thoroughly oiled, happened on a right note occasionally with his 
interpretation of ' The Blaydon races'. Ollie and Bennie, the 'North Country Glee Singers', sang a bracket 
of three songs with accordion accompaniment, 'The Burnley Mashers', 'Barleymore' and 'My Brother 
Sylvest'; and the 'Eichberg Madrigal Choir' rendered successfully, in more ways than one, that old 
evergreen 'Bang it up 'er Lulu'. Larry Adler might not have recognized the hidden virtuosity displayed by 
the seven-man mouth-organ band, at least four of whom had some talent for maintaining tune and rhythm; 
but he assuredly would have appreciated Roy Kuchel's light-hearted and optimistic attempts with the 
piano-accordion to play every-body's special requests. 
 
Comedians, poetry readers and story-tellers completed the programme. I say completed. Not quite. In 
order to stave off the departure of the Kleinlungitz party a little longer, their guard, who with ours (not 
Eisie, he would not be returning until the early hours of Boxing Day) had been sitting through the whole 
performance, was eventually cajoled into singing a song in German. He chose 'Tales from the Vienna 
Woods', and although he stayed roughly in tune, he repeated the title - 'Geschichten aus den Wiener 
Wald' - which was obviously all he knew of the words, over and over to the end. The applause was 
deafening. 
 
On behalf of the Kleinlungitz men, Snowy Meers, a tall, athletic sheep-farmer from Warren in New South 
Wales, moved a vote of thanks. His brown skin, his close-cropped, sun-bleached, tightly curled hair, his 
white teeth and ready smile stayed with me long after the sight and sound of the visitors had merged into 
the night. 
 
For some the party continued, even after we had been locked in our rooms. Nobody then would have 
supposed it possible that Ollie Martin was to die tragically within the next few months. That night he was 
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insuppressible. Men who rarely if ever drank succumbed to his persistence to have ‘just one more'. He 
and Fred Benson, clowns at any time, excelled themselves that day. During the afternoon Fuis's rabbit 
had escaped and hidden in a wood pile. Ever ready to help, Ollie and Bennie had knelt at each end of the 
pile, poking with sticks, but the rabbit had refused to come out. 'Mak' a noise like a lettuce, Ollie', Bennie 
had said, 'he'll coom oot t'ee'. But at last they had folded; sitting against the wall with the schnapps bottle 
between them, eyes bleary, unfocusing, smiling at some private memory. Some of the others had gone to 
bed; some wept for home or one-time sweethearts. Eddie Marland and Sandy Harker sat at the window 
with a blanket over their shoulders and a bottle on the window-ledge. 
 
At another window Ray Hosking stood on his own, looking out, possibly at a small house in Cameron 
Street in Onehunga in Auckland, while his compatriot from Invercargill in the far south, Laurie Bourke, the 
amiable flea-hater, searched through his bedding, repeating his well-known rhyming couplet in true 
Steiermark dialect: 
Floh, floh 
Bist 'schon wieder da. 
Someone was kneeling on the floor, noisily vomiting the day's intake of food and drink into the can.  
George Tait, the dour Scot from Peebles, knelt partly undressed on his bed with his face in his pillow, and 
sang over and over: 
Give me one dozen roses 
Put my heart in the middle 
And send them to the one I love. 

 
The window 
 
LOOKING FROM the window at the top of the castle is my mirror on the world. A merging of two worlds; 
the old and the new, the surreal and the real. 
 
As far as scenery goes, I have a fine view across the Lafnitz valley. It reminds me a lot of home. It's not 
the same, of course. The main difference is the trees. Here the forests are mainly spruce, dark and 
conical; and the occasional trees are generally short, spreading and deciduous. At home the eucalypts 
dominate. On the edge of the bush the trunks are tall and straight, the tops a series of umbrellas, brown 
and light green. On every farm are the few huge survivors of what was once a forest, many of them dead 
spires reaching two hundred feet and more, bleached white and with gaping holes where the limbs have 
rotted and fallen to the ground, and where starlings nest. I miss the starlings in late summer when the 
caterpillars are about: thousands of birds In a flock wheeling into the sun or lighting on a grass paddock, 
methodically feeding, leap-frogging their way across the fields, and constantly chattering. 
 
I am conscious suddenly of Stag and Karl Harl walking down past the orchard together. There is 
something about them which is fundamental, something strangely familiar, as if I were looking at a photo I 
had taken years before: a pleasant memory: two men with their backs to me, the tall hatless one and the 
older man: friends, obviously: the older man drawing diagrams in the air. But these two hadn't met until 
three years ago. One is an enemy prisoner of war; the other, the older man, is a carpenter who has spent 
all his life in a small Austrian village. Wasn't Jesus Christ a carpenter? There is no subtle underlying 
meaning there. But wasn't he? And what of Stag? Isn't he the personification of the human; the ordinary, 
the common man? It is right they should like each other. It is right that these two antipodes should be 
walking in the flesh down the dirt track by the orchard, their minds filled with some question of mechanics. 
They are not concerned with any deep metaphysical problem. There would be no deep metaphysical 
problems to solve if the world were filled with Karl Harls and Arthur Stagolls. It suits my mood to think so. 
 
Stag left school when he was twelve, but I would back him against any qualified engineer as a fixer. If 
anything breaks, needs renewing or remodelling, the story is: Stag will fix it. His curved axe-handles were 
an oddity at first, now the civilians want them. He made a pair of skis for our ex-alpine-troop guard, who 
declares they are excellent. He has made a wooden case with a hand-carved and inlaid rising sun on the 
lid. If any of the few machines on the Herrschaft break down, the boss calls for Stag to fix them. The long 
room is cosy now, since Stag made a new chimney for the stove. 
 
All the bunks are full now. Laurie Bourke and Ray Hosking from New Zealand, Tommy Lynch from 
Western Australia and Les Wells and Bill Osborne from England have brought our total up to twenty-two. 
 
We are now, without doubt, the best fed, best dressed family in Eichberg. Our barter system has grown to 
include visitors from Vienna and other cities. Food in the towns and cities is apparently desperately short 
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and the people are moving out into the country districts bartering clothes, jewels,  furniture, in fact 
anything that they can exchange for food. Many of them have been accepted as boarders on small farms. 
 
Both on the farms and on the Herrschaft our men have been able to develop valuable contacts. Jack 
Ridgman has a camera. It is a sign of the times. 
 
We have taken a lot of photographs. His contact had offered him the camera for a tin of Senior Service 
cigarettes and coffee. 'What is the use of a camera without films?' Jack asked. 'I will get you films.' 'What 
about developing?' 'I will get them developed for you.' 'We would want copies, lots of copies.' 'That is not a 
problem.' 'Can you get us ping-pong balls and a bladder for a soccer ball?' 'I will try. Are you interested in 
ice skates?' 'Yes. And gramophone needles.' 'Anything else?' 'Boxing gloves and mouth-organs. We are 
interested in a lot of things.’ 
 
There is a table-tennis table in the long room across the landing and a gramophone which goes well 
provided we wind it regularly. Amongst the records are several which are nostalgically familiar to us: the 
lovely 'Lili Marlene' which was a favourite with the Italians, Greeks, Germans and with us early in the war; 
a Strauss and Lanner pot-pourri; Yradier's 'La Paloma'; and our own Peter Dawson singing 'The Floral 
Dance' (which I'm told in Helston in Cornwall is 'The Furry Dance' for celebrating the coming of spring). 
 
And soon the spring will come again; my fifth in Europe. My fifth for the war effort or something. Anyway 
my fifth. I don't know what it's all about. I don't think any of us do, and that includes the Germans and the 
Russians. Only the manipulators know. We accept their hocus-pocus activities. We believe what we are 
told to believe; eat what we are told to eat; fight when we are told to fight; and our chests swell with pride 
when we are told how brave we are. We will continue to fight, to kill, to torment each other according to 
the whims of the manipulators and demagogues, dressed as gods and saviours. 
 
I shall remain cynical of the Hitlers, Stalins, Churchills, Krupps, Armstrongs, the fork-tongued orators who, 
as Pope says, with  
Fire in each eye, and papers in each hand. 
They rave, recite and madden round the land. 
 
But those are thoughts for another time, a sadder time. Today is Sunday and the sun shines. There are 
paths of green on the paddocks where the snow has already gone, and the brown ribbons are roads 
leading up to Lebing and Friedberg. Soon the white will be clusters of plum and cherry blossom; then the 
delicate white flowers will fall unnoticed in the excitement of change. I watch a hare loafing along the field 
on the edge of the pines, where the snow is still frozen. It stands, scenting the air; moves out tentatively 
on to the exposed red soil which has lain fallow through the winter; it stops and starts erratically, scenting, 
sensing the coming of spring; stops, stands erect, front paws hanging, listening, its long ears pricked; 
takes fright, turns and lopes back into the black trees. 
 
There is sound of laughter and voices coming from the village. The locals are going to church. I look down 
to the roadway. The church-bell tolls. The other bell was taken at the beginning of the war. It has long 
since gone into armaments. The bell that called people to God has changed its purpose and wrung sorrow 
from wives and mothers in some other land. God would not now claim it. 
 
I am seeing the people as I have seen them winter and summer, wet or fine: young boys and girls dressed 
in their best clothes, unashamed of their good humour; the older people, sober, walking slowly, dressed in 
dark suits and dresses; the women with their best scarves tightly tied and framing their faces; the men 
with hats which they will hold by the rims at the church door, with fingers shape-less and as insensitive as 
sausages. 
 
For years, Sunday after Sunday, they have responded to the tolling bell. Generations, over centuries, 
have walked this path to the small church. They have prayed from time to time for peace, for victory, for 
forgiveness, for love and understanding, prayed for their crops. Automata, accepting the priest's guidance 
in all things. The gaggle of worshippers has reached the castle. Some of them, mostly the younger ones, 
look up and smile. Then I see her. She looks up. And smiles. 
 
I have not seen her at church before. She is a large woman with a strikingly good-looking face, angular 
and strong. Her husband has been killed at the front perhaps. Or he may be still there. I have not asked 
her. There is seldom leave now for the German soldiers. I was told that some of them pray to be 
wounded, anything to be sent back out of it. 
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We smile at each other. Always I see her smiling. She has become a part of my dreams. I have seen her 
often. As I passed she would smile at me, shyly at first; a smile that would linger long after she had gone. I 
got to looking out for her; passing close by her. She began smiling with her eyes, and nodding 
imperceptibly. 
 
I was passing by her tiny room when the door opened and she grasped my arm. 'Come in', she said. She 
closed the door behind me and stood, half fearfully, with that same smile, her back to the door. 
I watched her slowly turn the key in the lock and still without speaking she moved to the small table by her 
bed, picked up a glass and handed it to me. It was a double egg-flip. 'Ist gut', she whispered. 
 
She was standing close in front of me, smiling still, waiting for me to drink and I clung to the glass as if it 
were the only protection left for me against some dreadful disaster. I had no idea what she or I would do 
next. 'Trinken', she said. And I drank. 
 
She took the glass from me and slowly and methodically undressed me. I stood naked and stupid, 
wanting to hide my erection. She took my hands and helped me undo a button on her blouse. Suddenly I 
knew what I had to do. I was no longer the male spider caught in this large lady's web. I was a man 
exploring in reality a situation I had dreamed about a thousand times. I was a young bull. Feverishly I 
stripped her and, almost unable to breathe, looked down at her white body. 
 
I fell on to her. Our skins touched and immediately I knew the urgency of desire. I struggled to reach her. 
She was pushing and pulling at me. With all my strength I held her and felt the hot fluid stream out on to 
her stomach. Ashamed and embarrassed I hugged her, burying my head in the hollow of her neck. With 
an understanding that had come from previous experience, she lay quietly, holding me tight to her wide 
breasts, her strong legs curled around me. When after a few minutes I felt her hand slide slowly down my 
back I was ready for her. 
 
When it was over I would happily have slept, clinging to her, but she gently pushed me away. 'Thank you, 
my English darling', she said and kissed me. 'Australian', I whispered, wondering how she could be 
thanking me for the greatest experience in my life. 'Australian darling', she smiled. 
 
I clung to her, but she was firm. I must go now. There would be other I times. When we were dressed, she 
put her fingers to her lips and went to the door and opened it. She went outside and after a few moments 
returned. 'Now', she said urgently, 'you must go'. 
 
I look down at her from my window. She has gone past me now but looks back quickly. Without smiling I 
lift my hand and wave to her. It is goodbye. We have been together several times. I shall miss my egg-
flips. She told me last time that she had to go to Graz soon. Perhaps her husband is coming home on 
leave. Perhaps he has been wounded. Perhaps, anything. 
 
I stare across the land I know so well. Only our farm at home I know better. I have seen swallows gather 
in their hundreds on the ledges and roof of the castle. I have watched the changes of the seasons, seen 
the sunflowers turn their great yellow dials, mown grass and barley with a scythe, gathered sheaves with 
a sickle. I've felt the lips of an Austrian horse snuffling oats from my palm. I've lain on my back in summer 
grass and watched clouds cross each other as they do at home; and heard birds sing. 
 
Christ. Somewhere there must be a woman at home waiting for me.  
'Who were you waving to?' It is Max Richards. 
'Oh, a kid', I say. I turn to face him and speak so nobody else can hear. 
'You and Stag and I are going to leave here. We'll go bush and wait for the Russians. They should be 
here soon. What do you say?' 
'I'm ready. When do we go?' 
'Let's find Stag and talk about it.' 
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Maribor on the Drava 

 
(For Dusan Abram, who spent the war years in concentration camps, and 
Mirko Fajdiga, who was one of Tito's partisans. Maribor, 1979) 
 
Marburg is once more Maribor. 
The Drava mirrors images 
brighter than they were. 
I recall that building there; 
sun-splashed, warm stone wall. 
I recall it only as a pit 
of cold in my stomach; 
not at all as I see it now. 
I recall the freeze of '41 
the prodding branches of the trees 
stiff with frost 
the barbed-wire taut between the posts 
men herded in like sheep 
baaing bleating dying like sheep 
in cold comers 
snow banked against the latrine 
sleet on the river 
lips chipped 
hands blue and numbed. 
 
Marburg is once more Maribor. 
The Drava mirrors images 
brighter than they were. 
Darkness adds its weight, 
forgotten light pressed out 
explores the edges of the cloud. 
As if the river used 
the sacrificial blood of war 
the black-spired church the trees 
the mountains running blue 
and distant shore to shore 
for peace. 
Marburg is once more Maribor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


